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Those Who Should Know Say The Last
Dollar invested In Advertising Brings A
Greater Retuin Than The First ...
Why Not fly It?
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WINNING
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1940
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e 78

men To Give
monstration
re Oct.Drills15 And

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, October 6, 1949
Addresses Rotary
And Kiwanis Clubs

The annual dinner meeting
and election of officers and
directors of the Caldwell
County Farm Bureau is to be
held at Eastside Grade School
at 6:30 p. m. today.
Guest speaker is to be
Johnny Graham, agricultural
representative of Kentucky
Bankers Association and former Caldwell county agent.
Short comedy movies and
films on agriculture are to
be presented. A Farm Bureau
queen will not be selected,
it was stated.
All Farm Bureau members
and prospective members are
invited to attend.

etun's voluntary fire deit will give a short demon: d equipment on the city's
c truck at 5 p. m. ThorAter 15, on the courthouse
Gordon Glenn, fire chief,
es.
:e‘ prevention week ap.. Chief Glenn announced
city's firemen will conlies of regular drills each
.,. gain proficiency in the
of fire ladders, hose,
'ling proper nozzle pres.,,tering burning and smoke
buildings and the proper
f water lines.
!drills along with roundeussions will increase the
.y of the local department
..,I enable Princeton to be
.ed as a seventh class city
, insurance rates," Glenn

YOUR VOLUNTARY FIREMEN

Farm Bureau Meeting
Set For Tonight

ties Of
gussions Scheduled
Department To Be
Id Each Month

Major N ,. ..r, A. Imrie, teach
Cr, lecturer and former editor of
the Columbus Dispatch, addressed Rotarians Tuesday night and
Kiwanians Wednesday on "Fire
Prevention." Major Imrie was
brought to Princeton by the Junior Chamber of Commerce who is
sponsoring Fire Prevention Week,
Oct. 9-15.

'
Food Handlers
School Scheduled
Local Food Handlers
Urged To Practice
Sanitation
A Food Handlers school will be
held here for four days beginning Tuesday, October 18, Dr.
W. L. Cash, director of the Caldwell County Health Department,
announces.
"Sickness caused by contaminated and poisoned foods has increased at an alarming rate during the past few years and this
is why food handlers or employees and employers in restaurants, cafes, hotels and drug
stores are urged to practice every measure of sanitation they
know in connection with food
handling," Dr. Cash exprained.
According to the director, food
handling classes have been held
in all Kentucky towns that requested them. Approximately
8,000 food handlers were given
instruction during the past two
years, he added.
All persons in Princeton who
handle foods and other interested persons are invited to attend
the school.

Using a haydrier ,to force air
through the see 4, Raymond
Phelps, Caldwell county, saved
14,000 pounds of 'Iteptucky 31
fescue seed despite wet weather
during the harvesting season. The
seed was harvested with a combine, and then run through the
drier. County Agent R. A. Mabry
said about 4,000 Caldwell acres
chief requests that the pub- would be seeded to fescue and
verate with the depart- .green acre white and Ladino
, during drills and fires by clovers this fall. ,
id fire truck now is being
and is expected to be in
within the next few days.
ticks will be maintained
.nness to answer all alarms
business district or any
part of the city where
.rucks may be needed to
...ash a fire, according to

driving too close behind fire
tus and not parking within
k of a fire.
. the public is requested
the fire department, he
soon as a fire starts. "Oferson will attempt to ex: a fire without proper
ent and before the depart.s called the blaze will
rained so much headway
t cannot be put out," he

ITS VISIT HOME
is Jackie and Larry Ped..dents at Kentucky Mill;stitute, Lyndon, sper.t last
end with their parents, Mr.
Mrs. Gracean M. Peelley,
street.

nden, Caldwell
Part Of Second
e Police District
well and Crittenden counhave been shifted to the
District of the state podepartment, according to Sgt.
Johns.
• headquarters for James
ell, trooper in the two counwill be at Madisonville.
ell and Crittenden had
Part of the First District,
ed by Sgt. Johns, since the
:Ighway patrol, forerunner
highway police depart'as created. ,
alteration was made for
.ence in reporting and su,on, since Princeton head-s• for the two counties, is
•rout 30 miles from Madi.;ies left in the First Disre Graves, Marshall, Mem, Trigg, Livingston, Lyon,
. Hickman, Carlisle, Cello..d Ballard.

ees Donate $4,390.20
pital Fund
total of $4,390.20 has been
over to the hospital cornby the Junior Chamber Of
erce to be used for canna the Caldwell County
Memorial Hospital. The
Was raised through the
s sponsorship of the 1946
I program.

I Firm Appointed
Cadillac Dealer
lincern(mt is made this
of the appointment of M
Motor and Implement Co.,
aler of Cadillac automobiles
diceton and Caldwell couna ylor-Wilson
Chevrolet Co.,
at, is distributor for this
ry„

dler Accepts
On In Indiana
Yne Chandler, graduate of
ity of Kentucky, and son
and Mrs. E. B. Chandler,
Avenue, has accepted a
n with Commercial SolCorp., Terre Haute, Ind.
married and has two chit-

Seventeen Member
School Boy Patrol
Formed Here
School Attendance
Officers To Supervise
And Assist Members
With Their Duties
Organization of a School Boy
Patrol to assist pupils going to
and from school at Butler and
Eastside Graded School was completed this week, J. L Hick,
school attendance officer, announces.
Under the sponsorship of the
Princeton Junior Chamber of
Commerce, 17 boys were chosen
from the seventh and eighth
grades at Butler High School to
be members of the patrol. Eight
members received special instructions from State Policeman Ralph
Sullivan at a Junior Chamber of
Commerce meeting last Thursday night.
Those named to the patrol were
Jimmie Wallace, captain; Don
Gregory, lieutenant; Jim Dorroh,
Kenneth Ward, Johnny Jake, Billy Ray Newby, Tommy Bishop,
Jim Bodenhamer, Donnie Buckalew, James Brown, Glendell
Washburn, John Hunt, Robert
Wilson, Gerald Rogers, Buddie
Hillyard, George Drennan and
Louard Gray.
A plan to admit members free
to several picture shows is now
being studied, it was reported.
Members of the patrol will not
receive pay and they must keep
their scholastic standing to Ivmain in the organization, it was
said. Uniforms are to be donated
by the American Legion.

Polio Strikes
Again In County

Local Baptist Churches
Hosts To Associational
Missionary Meet
The Caldwell County Associational Winne/Vs Missionary Society will hold its quarterly meeting at Maple Avenue Baptist
Church at 10 a. in. Wednesday,
Oct. 12, it waS announced Tuesday by Mrs. P. L. Pruett, publicity chairman.
The program subject will be
"Missions", and the theme will
be, "Study Missions To Know
God's Will Better." The devotional will be given by Mrs. H. B.
Deakins, Kuttawa, and Mrs. Marvin T. Pugh, regional vice-president, will bring the message. Rev.
G. R. Pendergraph also will be
on the program, Mrs. Pruett said.
The meeting will be conducted
by Mrs. Mae Morris, associational
superintendent. Pot-luck lunch
will be served at the noon kour.

Christian Churches
To Hold Convention
The International Convention
of the Desciples of Christ will be
held at Cincinnati, 0., October
25-30. This is the 100th anniversary of the convention, which began in Cincinnati, with Alexander Campbell, as president. Members of the First Christian Church
planning to attend, are asked to
notify the Rev George W. Filer,
local pastor, before October 25.

Hubbard Associated
With New Hospital

Child Of Mr. And
Mrs. Crenshaw Is
Stricken Sunday
Polio struck a third victim in
Caldwell County Sunday when
the three-year-old child of Mr.
lead Mrs. Clifton Crenshaw became ill, Dr. W. L. Cash, director of the Caldwell County
Health Department, announces.
Dr. Cash said he diagnosed the
case Sunday as polio and recommended the infant be taken to
Riverside Hospital, Pa du c a h,
where his diagnosis was confirmed.
The child is in the hospital's
isolation ward, and is reported to
the
be in a satisfactory condition,
director said. Symptoms of polio
showed mostly in the spine;
however, there were no indicato
tions of paralysis, according
Dr. Cash.
Mrs. Crenshaw is teacher for
Quinn school.

Large floodlights have been inButler
stalled on three sides of
Albert Morse, E. Market School to reduce burglaries, C.
has returned from a,.visit T. Pollard, superintendent andaughter in St. Louis, Mo. nounces.

Rose, Garden Club
To Sponsor Show

Members of Princeton Fire 1 ,,
we..
heir way to
attend an afternoon session of fire drilis ender the direction of Captain V. A. Beam, State co-ordinator g training for firemen from
Louisville, when this picture was taken last week. Your fireman,
past and present are: (Left to Right) Luther Sigler, former fire
Dahlia Event Open To
chief; Elbert McCaslin, former fire chief; Dr. W. L. Cash, mayor;
Capt. V. A. Beam, co-ordinator of firemans' training; Gordon Glenn; Growers In Caldwell
fire chief; Dr. C. F. Engelhardt (in seat), engineer; R. M. Oliver, And Nearby Counties
fireman; Jesse Chambliss, fireman; Regil Hobby, assistant fire chief;
A dahlia show, open to all
Hampton Nichols, fireman; Willie Prettier, fireman; Conway Lacey,
growers in Caldwell and adjacent
fireman, and Delmar Shortt, fireman. (Fireman Curtis Sigler was
counties, and sponsored by the
absent when this picture was made.)
Princeton Rose and Garden Club,
will be held at the local Kentucky Utilities office Saturday,
Oct. 8.
Entries will be received until
10 a. m. Saturday and judging
is expected to be completed by
11 a. m. Winning entries will be
exhibited in the company's show
By Charles
ens
window for the remainder of the
A strong Madisonville eleven
by a score of 13 to 0.
-day.
came fighting from behind' to
disonville then took possesFollowing entries established
edge the Butler Bengals 20-13 in s' of the ball and marched deep
are:
one of the best games of the sea- into Butler territory. When the
Class 1—Best large flowered
son Friday night at Madisonville. Tiger line finally stopped the
The Tigers led all the way un- Maroon drive, Madisonville took formal decorative; Class 2—Best
large flowered informal decoratil the final quarter when the to the air with Eison passing to
Maroons went over for two touch- Pollock in the end zone. Pollock tive; Class 3—Best medium to
large cactus; Class 4—Best meddowns. The Tigers scored in the went to goal to give the Maroons
ium to large semi-cactus; Class 5
opening quarter via a return kick their first touchdown. His attempt
—Best miniature formal decorafrom Madisonville. They took the for the point was good.
tive (3" class); Class 5—Best
ball about mid-field and after
At the opening of the fourth
miniature informal decorative
successive first down P'Pool quarter, Madisonville's aerial at(3" class); Class 6—Best pompom;
plunged over the marker. McCas- tack paid off again when Pollock
Class 7—Best dahlia; Class Et:—
lin passed to Williamson who Passed to Allinder who carried
Best flower arrangement featurfumbled in the attempt to kick the ball to goal. Pollock converted
ing three or more medium to
for the point.
the point which tied the score
large dahlias in ceramic containDuring the second period, both 13-13. In the last play of the er; Class 9—Best flower arrangegame
Pollock
again
faded
back
teams fought bitterly but neither
ment featuring miniature or
was able to score. However, af- and passed to Allinder who ran pompons, six or more, in cera20
yards
to
goal. Pollock made the
ter halftime and an exchange of
mic container.
punts, the Tigers drove to mid- point good and the game ended
Entry in the first seven clasfield. P'Pool then took the ball with Madisonville leading seven
ses will be a single specimen in
and as Madisonville classed in he points.
a milk bottle with some foliage.
handed the pigskin to Wade who
The Tigers have an open date,
ran 50 yards to &trace PaFdlat- Friday„ October 7, but return
McCaslin place-kicked the extra honieFriday, October 14 to play Creamery Announces
point which put Princeton in the Trigg county.
Advance In City

Maroon Aerial Attack
Defeats Local Eleven

School Agricultural
Groups Hold Meeting

Local future Farmers
Elect New Officers

Representatives of the State
Department of Vocational Agriculture met at Butler High School
Monday night to discuss current
agricultural problem; dealt with
in the public schools, it was reported by C. T. Pollard, superintendent. B. G. Moore, state supervisor of vocational education,
was in charge of the program.
High school principals, vocational agricultural teachers and superintendents from various high
schools in the district were
present.

An election of assistant officers
of the Butler High Chapter of
Future Farmers of America was
held Thursday, September 29, at
the organization's first regular
meeting of the year, it is announced.
Also, committee appointments
were made and a five member
committee was chosen to nominate a FFA queen for the year.
Officers elected were Billy
H a r t, second vice-president;
Ozell Hail, assistant secretary;
B illy Martin, assistant treasurer;
Lucian Hall, assistant reporter,
and Bennie Mashburn, assistant
sentinel.

Woman's Club Program
To Be Fire Prevention
The Princeton Woman's Club
will hold its regular meeting Friday, Oct. 7, at 2:30 p. m., at
George Coon Memorial Library,
it is announced by Mrs. Harold
Jones, president. The program
which will be on "Fire Prevention", will be conducted by Mrs.
S. 0. Catlett. Members and their
friends are invited.

Revival To Be Held
At Church Of Christ
A series of gospel meetings will
be held daily at 7:30 p.m. beginning Monday, October 10, at the
Princeton Church of Christ, it is
announced. Sunday services will
be conducted at 11 a. m. Evangelist for the meetings will be O.
B. Perkins, Madisonville.

Dr. Baker Hubbard, Jackson,
Tenn., and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Allan G. Hubbard, W. Main
street, is associated with a new
quarter-million dollar clinic now
being built at Jackson, according to word received here. The
modern health center, which is Fredonia
Polio Victim
to be called, "Jackson Clinic,"
will allow physicians to see more Said To Be Improving
The condition of Reece Clift,
patients per day with better diagJr., 17, son of Mr. and Mrs.
nostic facilities available.
Reece Clift, who has been in
Herman-Keifer Hospital, Detroit,
Local Girl Pledged
Mich., suffering from polio, is
ci Sorority At UK
much improved, and he is exCynthia An n Cunningham, pected to be discharged soon, it
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul is reported. The Clifts are former
Cunningham, S. Jefferson street, residents of Fredonia.
and a student at University of
Kentucky, Lexington, last week ATTEND FLORISTS' SCHOOL
was pledged by Alpha Gamma
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Harvill and
Delta social sorority. Miss Cun- Mrs. Fred Pickering attended a
ningham, a sophomore in the designing school sponsored by the
College of Agriculture and Home Paducah Florists' Association in
Economics, is a graduate of But- Paducah Tuesday afternoon. That
ler High School.
night they attended a banquet at
the Irvin Cobb Hotel. ,
„Dr. and Mrs. James C. Salato
and children, of Columbia, will KPA MEETING
Lexington —
— Officers
spend the week-end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Worrell, and directors of the Kentucky
West Main street. Dr. Salato will Press Association will hold the
attend the State Medical Associa- fall (meeting of the executive
committee here Saturday.
tion in Owensboro.

\l

Polio Victim Has
Reason To Smile

Cub Scout Troop
Is Organized Here
An organizational meeting
of Cub Scouts wiiit held at
Eastside Graded School Wednesday night, with Jimmy
Farris, Aoy Scout field eNecutive in charge. Mr. Harris
explained to the boys and
their parents the methods of
organizing a cub scout troop
here. The group includes
ages 8-10 inclusive. About 25
laa7s were present. The next
meeting will be held at Eastside tonight at 7 o'clock.

f

Caldwell Farmer
Saves Fescue Seed
By Using ljaydrier

Number 14

Fredonian Hurt When
Hit By Automobile
Ernest Fletcher, Fredonia, was
seriously Inured Saturday morning when he stepped in front of
a car driven by Jerry Linzy. He
was taken immediately to Crittenden County Hospital, where
his condition is reported to be
fair. The accident occurred near
Mott's Service Station, Marion
Road.

Homemakers Training
School Set For Oct.3
Subject of a Homemakers training school, to be held at 10 a. m.
Saturday, October 8, at the extension office, will be "Good
Grooming Routines For The Well
Groomed Look," it is announced.
Minor lessons for the next two
months will be presented by Miss
Wilma Vandiver, home demonstration agent, and Maxine Gar,
rigan, assistant agent.

Sixteen Farmers
Use Wheat Loan
Sixteen Caldwell County farmers have placed 7197.78 bushels of
1949 crop wheat under loan in
the 'government price-support
program, it is announced this
week by W. S. Traylor, PCA
committee chairman. The rate is
2.10 a bushel for wheat grading
U. S. No. I, with rates for other
grades somewhat lower. These
loans are available on warehousestored wheat and are available
through January, Mr. Traylor
said.
Dr. and Mrs. K. L. Barnes are
attending the State Medical Association in Owensboro this week.
They will return home Saturday.

Retail Milk Price
The retail price of milk in
Princeton has advanced from 18
to 20 cents a quart, it is announced by B. T. Daum, proprietor of
the Princeton Creamery, the major dairy supply concern in this
city.
The local distributor explained
that last spring when the supply
of milk became plentiful, the
price was cut two cents, and it
is necessary now. to go back up
two cents to be in keeping with
other markets, such as Bowling
Green, Madisonville, Owensboro,
Louisville and Paducah.
There is no change in butter
milk or cream prices, Mr. Daum
said.

Princeton To Be
Host To American
Legion Auxiliary Meet
Members of the American Legio Auxiliary of the First District will hold a fall conference
Tuesday, Oct. 10, at Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, with
Mrs. Ernest Childress, president, in charge.
Mrs. George F. Dwyer, president of the department of Kentucky, will be guest speaker.
Mrs. George Winn, vice-president, other department chairmen and delegates from the 17
units of the first District will
also be present.
Registration will begin at 10
a. m. All members of the American Legion Auxiliary are invited.

County Disqualified
For State School Aid

Work To Improve
Water System Here
Is Underway
Cot Of Improvoments
, To Be Paid Out Of
Water Revenue Bonds

Work to improve Princeton's
water distributing system is underway this week and equipment
and workers of the Don P. Pray
Company, contracting firm, along
with a resident engineer, P. D.
Moore, have arrived here, Mayor
W. L. Cash announces.
The old Water Works building,
located on W. Washington street,
is being torn down and a temporary shelter will be Constructed to
house the plant until the improvements are completed, it was said.
Improvements, which will be
made at a cost of $111,500, will include a filtration plant, water
softener and other needed facilities.
According to the mayor, cost of
the improvements will be paid
out of an issue of $120,000 water
revenue bonds, which were orderBruce Howard, a nine-year- ed to be issued in an ordinance
old victim of New York's 1949 adopted last January.
infantile paralysis epidemic, has
Report at Monday's Council
a good reason for the wide smile meeting showed disbursements
New
home
at
he displays at his
from the city treasury for operatYork, Monday. He not only was ing expenses f o r September
to see the opening game of the amounted to approximately $5,World Series at Yankee Stad- 000. Receivable accounts of the
ium Oct. 5, but was invited to water department for the month
throw out the first ball. He was of September were about $4,400.
to be the guest of Commissioner
Another report showed 1,622
A. B. Chandler. The youngster hours were consumed in street
was chosen to represent the work for September, including
thousands of infantile paralysis cleaning, grading, ditching, revictims assisted by the National pairing and building streets.
Foundation for Infantile Paraly- There were 228,000 pounds of
sis. (AP Wirephoto)
crushed rock purchased and used
on the streets during the month.
Fines and costs assessed in Police Court during September totalled $923. There were 45 cases
docketed in Police Court during
th month with 12 of the cases
charging violations of traffic laws,
Veteran Farm Trainees
'including four for operating moUrged To Cooperate In tor vehicles while under the influence of liquor and others for
Soil Conservation
reckless driving and speeding.
Assistant teachers of agricul- Parking meter fines for the
ture in charge of veterans train- month totalled $24.
ing classes for Lyon, Caldwell,
Christian and Trigg counties met
RETURNS FROM JAPAN
at the courthouse here . Friday,
Pfc. Joe Darnell, U. S. Army,
Sept. 30, at 9:30 a. in., with the and son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
personnel of the Soil ConservaDarnell, Star Route 6, has retion Service. The group studied
turned to the United States from
land classification and use and
Tokyo, Japan, where he has been
discussed means of getting 100
stationed the last two years.
per cent of all veteran trainees
to cooperate with soil conservation districts in farm planning. Health Department
At the present only about one- Continues To Conduct half of these trainees have signed
such working agreements. , Immunization Clinics
Clinics to immunize pupils in
Part of the day was spent in
studying the farms of Raymond Caldwell County schools still are
Stroube and B. G. Giannini, ob- being held by members of the
serving the outstanding farm im- County Health Department, Dr.
provements made through fol- W. L. Cash, director, announced
lowing a well-planned soil con- this week.
In addition to Cave Creek and
servation and land use program.
Present were Norman Terry, Sugar Creek, clinics have been
district conservationist, Mayfield; held at Eureka, Mrs. Robert
Maurice Humphries, soil scien- Brown, teacher; Bethany, Mrs.
tist, Princeton; Oliver Allcock, Elvis Strong, teacher; Liberty,
county conservationist, Princeton; Mrs. Eva L. Creasey, teacher;
George Strickler, county conser- Hall, Mrs. Virgie Lee Morse,
vationist, Christian county, Hop- teacher; Quinn, Mrs. Nellie Crenshaw, teacher; St. Paul, Sisters
kinsville.
a n d Carmencita,
B. G. Moore, state supervisor Athanasius
of agricultural education, was in teachers, and Friendship, Mrs. A.
E. Cravens, Mrs. Wood Holloway
charge of the meeting.
an Mrs. Lena Taylor, teachers.

Soil Groups
Visit Two Farms

Four-H Project
Winners Announce
District Contest To
Be Held October 15
At Hopkinsville
Project winners selected from
628 Caldwell county 4-H members were announced this week
by Home Agent Wilma Vandiver
and County Agent R. A. Mabry.
Those winning the girls' projects were Jacqueline Shoulders,
clothing, Butler Senior 4-H Club;
Eleanor Crenshaw, housekeeping
and room improvement, Quinn
Club; Anna ,Sue Stephens, foods,
Butler ° Junior Club, and Fay
Young, canning, Butler Senior
Club.
Winners of the boys' projects
w e re Junior Dunbar, labor,
Quinn Club; William W. Jones,
beef, Butler Junior Club; Henry
Traylor, corn, Dulaney Club;
Helen Grace Boitnott, poultry,
Hall Club; Gaydon Mitchell,
swine, Friendship Club, and Jimmy Wallace, sheep, Butler Senior
Club. Both grits and boys are
eligible for the poultry contest, it
was explained.
These winners will compete
with winners from seven other
counties at the district contest to
be held October 15, at Hopkinsvilla.

Due to improved local revenue,
Princeton is one of the 27 School
Districts that received extra state
help last year (1948-1949) and is
operating without it this year
(1949-1950). The State is sending
$2,150,000 to the other 62 districts
for equalization purposes.
The State minimum of education in Kentucky has been raised
from $57 a pupil last term to
$76.46 a pupil this term, it has
been revealed since equalizatibn
measures have been taken.
Last year equalization was based upon how local property actually was assessed, whether good
or bad. This year it is based on
what the district could have raised its local revenue had it obeyed certain conditions laid down :\ Mr. and Mrs. Van Shadaon and
by the special session as fair Mrs. T. P. Cash spent Saturday
in Paducah.
for all.

0•

he

PTA Elects Officers
For This School Year
Officers to head the Princeton
Parent-Teacher Association during the 1949-50 school year were
elected Thursday, September 29,
at the organization's first meeting
of the year.
At the meeting, which was held
at Eastside Grade School, Mrs.
Carter Adams was named president. Others elected were Mrs.
Robert Jacobs, vice-president;
Mrs. Fred Talley, secretary, and
Mrs. Joe P. Wilcox, treasurer.
Chairmen elected to head the
several committees were Mrs.
Craddock Jaggers, program committee; Mrs. Clifton Hollowell,
membership committee; Mrs. J.
L. Hicks, hospitality committee;
Miss Nancy Stowers, music;
committee; Mrs. Jim Walker,
nominating committee, and Mrs.
Billy Gresham, tuberculosis seal
sale committee.

Audit Taken Of
City Schools' Books
Supt. C. T. Pollard reported
this week that in an audit taken
last week by N. T. Hooks, supervisor of finance for the State Department of Education, the condition of the books for the
Princeton City Schools was good.
Harold H. Gates, Cincinnati,
Ohio, son of Mrs. John Gates,
Washington street, recently underwent a major operation at
Besthesda Heepital. His condition
Is reported to be improved.

di
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a govern"Were it left to me to decide whether we should have
government, I
ment without newspapers or 'newspapers without
free and
should not hesitate to prefer the latter... When the press Is
Jefferson.
—Thomas
safe."
is
all
read,
to
able
is
man
every

We Share The Shame

'Freed

You
You
But
You

She then refilled in, tub for het
own bath. But while her back was
turned, into the tub went Tommy;
shoes, socks—then Mommy.

• • •
Princeton's newest lawyer, Ed
to tell his poll=
refuses
Johnston,
tics, but one party apparently has
taken the privilege to endorse
Johnston. Next time you are in
town look up at the lawyer's old
headquarters and under big, gold
letters, "Ed Johnston, Attorney at
Law," you will see the white elephant.
• • •
Chip isn't the only baby in
Princeton who prefers biscuits to
pablum is seems. Tom Simmons
says his 19-month-old Tommy
likes biscuits too—buttered that
is—and when he fills up on biscuits he just eats the butter.

*

11,

The Henry Sevisons tell us
that on their recent tour of the
Northeastern states they visited
11 states and provinces, nine capitols and traveled 3,396 miles.
• • •
While visiting Muncy, Penn.,
Mr. Sevison said they searched
for information about their family several generations ago, and
found early tombstones at the
River Church of his great grandfather and great great grandfather. Also, a stranger they met,
turned out to be a lost cousin of
Mr. Sevison.

tuberculosis
So the Commonwealth of Kentucky has five new
Glashospitals and no one to operate them. At Madisonville, Paris,
old
the
like
not
stand,
they
there
—
Ashland
gow, London and
new,
school house beside the road, a ragged beggar sunning, but
modern and needed but staffless and empty.
manageThe situation seems to us a reflection, not on public
citizens
tight-fisted
or
indifferent
every-day,
us
of
all
on
ment, but
who by inaction or resistance have invited this kick in the face.
Announcement was made at
We have had the opportunity before now to ease or remove the
the Kiwanis meeting last week,
spec$5,000 constitutional salary limitation that not only keeps chest
• • •
every
Tommy, his father tells us, has that Dr. C. F. Engelhardt was inialists out of public employment but also tends to make nearly
a fancy to water. Not viting members of the club to a
taken
makeshift.
and
expensive
state operation
water. A few days ago, free trip on Kentucky in his new
was
us,
drinking
off
skin
no
was
But shucks, we said then, the limitation
gave the infant a cabin cruiser. The trip was said
Simmons
enough.
Mrs.
well
It? Affairs, so far as we were concerned, were going
dressed him to go out. to include refreshments—gasoline
What did we care if an administrator or a public health doctor or bath and
and all.
p4essor was underpaid? What did we care if they quit? What did
to fill? We were getimpossible
or
hard
were
places
their
if
ware
ti,msalong, weren't we?
weren't. We thought we were only because we, didn't
Traffic congestion has reduced
know how and what we were paying for the salary limit, in money
estate values in some down
real
weiT
damaged.
Air
Forces
The
Army
es
sperskap4,servic
areas of American cities.
result
town
tragic
started in 1907 as the AeronautibisciNes4,1all of a sudden, we encounter a dramatic, a
waterfowl
American
North
cal Division of the Army Signal
(Astor lItititiference, of our pinch-penny prudence. People will die
reached a peak in number in 1944,
Corps.
berstuae Iwo/ have been callous or niggardly. (Seventeen hundred
lientircilbismsisuceumb to tuberculosis every year.) Others will sickDICK OBERLIN
en. (There are 15,000 cases in the state.) Everyone will have to run
WHAS
thomitirlof infection. (TB on the loose is no respecter of persons.)
NEWS DIRECTOR
OrlPeople will die and sicken and run risks, that is, unless we liberaline that
t
It
ize the constitutional salary limit. We'll have the opportunity to do politicians feel compelled to keep
just that in November. Amendment No. 2, if passed, will enable us secret the fact that most public
to staff the hospitals. We believe it holds the promise also of better employes are assessed some small
public service in virtually every field.
percentage of their wages to keep
their jobs. All those not under
Civil Service, that is. The usual
amount is two per cent for some
strange reason, although the
The week of October 2-8 has been designated as "National Em- amount or per centage may vary,
ploy the Handicapped Week."
And, in some cases, usually leuAiding in sponsoring the movement to get employers to give ient elected officials exempt the
the handicapped a break is the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. lowest paid of their skilled or
The board of directors points to the aim that the "free American semi-skilled employes.
competitive opportunity system should, as its name implies, provide
It is no crime( certainly, to as•opportunity for all persons desiring to work."
sess a political work in a political
Many employers throughout the state and nation are giving job for hleping him keep that job.
increased recognition to the competence of physically impaired work- And those who expect to live by
ers when properly selected and placed on suitable jobs. When so politics must expect to abide by
employed they frequently do a better job than persons not ho handi- the rule. One of the most reverently observed rules of our
capped.
The handicapped person does not want sympathy, neither does American system is, "To the viche or she want special privileges. They merely want an opportunity tor belongs the spoils!"
Politican campaigns cost money.
to work and earn their own livelihood as does a normal person so
In these days of high pressure adthey will not be a burden on their families or on society.
These people are entitled to all just consideration by industry vertising, they cost a whole war
and business. Anything to assist them in obtaining gainful employ- chest full of money. There is
ment during the "National Employ the Handicapped Week" or any newspaper space to be bought,
—(The Kentucky Standard) radio time to be paid for, the
time should be done.
countless handbills, posters, calling cards and billboards to be
printed and distributed. There is
office rent to be paid for a central
headquarters, and rent for meetOften while driving we pass a hitch-hiker, give a glance and
ing places and then, in too many
ride on. Perhaps we have plenty of room in the car but we don't
places, there are the large bundgive him a lift. We are cautious, not hard-hearted. Automobile clubs
of cash in small denominations
les
been
have
There
hitch-hikers.
up
are even warning against picking
(one and five dollar bills) which
eases of kindly drivers being abducted, injured and even murdered,
are needed on election day to pertheir car stolen, themselves robbed, all becawe there have been
suade certain prostitute voters.
criminals using the hitch-hiking method for plunder. You can't be
• This kind of money, which runs
sure who the wayside traveler is, perhaps a weary, harmless, grateto millions of dollars in presidenful chap who must suffer because we can't be neighborly. Too bad
tial campaigns, can't be raised
the many must be left behind because of the few who are a menace.
contributions
voluntary
from
,
know.
you
them,
between
' A motorist can't distinguish
in the genfrom
those
interested
ise)
Journal-Enterpr
—(Providence
tle are of politics. There must be
certain places levies can be made.
We are enjoying in Jefferson
County, our regular pre-election
outbreak of wide-open night
Most of the reaction to the news that Russia has exploded an clubs. Few of the hotter spots,
atomic bomb has been healthy. So far there has been little appearuntil after the November election,
ance of jitters. Rather has the news set off a land mine under com- will bother about the closing hour
placent and cherished illusions of safety in a supposed American fixed by law for places with
monopoly. This has turned attention to other means of obtaining licenses. Many of them will blithsecurity.
ely ignore the state laws which
This fresh search is likely to take two directions:
fix fines and prison sentences for
interna1. Renewed efforts to get agreement with Russia on
operators of liquor licensed. places
tional controls. This involves reexploration in-the United States Of who swell their legitimate income
ways to set up effective inspedtion systems. We welcome this effort, with crap games, chuck-a-luck
but until the chasm of distrust is bridged this hope is likely to prove and blackjack.
as illusory as the belief in monopoly.
This state of affairs comes about
2. Attainment of such atomic superiority that any temptation
because many hot spot operators
vastly
stepa
involve
to aggression will be removed. This is likely to
contribute heavily to political
ped-up military program. Particularly will new attention be given campaign funds. Some kick in to
to radar fences and interceptor planes, plus larger experimenting only one party. Others, playing
with guided missiles. Renewal of the British-American-Canadian co- it safe, give a fat contribution to
operation which originally produced the bomb would be a logical both parties. In any case, elected
conselluence. For any atomic arms race will center on new gains, to officials seem to feel this gives
keep ahead both in bomb stockpiles and in experimentation.
these joints' a sort of special
Both these efforts may be necessary, but neither holds any license to violate the law until
guarantee of security. Military measures may show the larger short- they get a chance to make back
range promise. The atomic scientists declared after Hiroshima and
what they contributed.
Nagasaki that there could be no effective defense against the ASo which is the worse evil, askbomb. But military men are by no means convinced that this is an ing those who earn an honest
living on the public payroll (and
"absolute" weapon.
The delivery problem is a considerable one. The fear that sab- most of whom are underpaid, by
oteurs could carry bombs in suitcases and plant them in vital centers the way) to help keep their jobs,
has been lessened by disclosures of bomb weights. So far a 10-ton or collecting funds from dive optruck would be required to carry each "suitcase." Delivery by plane erators and, by implication, givis not nearly as simple as it sounds. The conditions that existed at ing them permission to ignore
Hiroshima and Nagasaki will not be duplicated where a country has our state laws?
Last week it was reported that
radar and defending aircraft. Radar fences and guided missiles may
the State Highway Department
make surprise attacks difficult.
But the search for atomic security in military preparedness had assessed its employes to raise
also has its risks. For atomic security — could it be attained — might money to help promote the constill spell insecurity. Indeed, the spectacular A-bomb could turn stitutional amendment on which
we'll vote next month — the
out to be the new Maginot Line. For while attention centers on
atomic war, more dangerous attacks may be developed. The full ef- amendment to raise wage ceilings
fects of germ warfare have not been disclosed, but there is a large for certain elected officials.
The evil here was not that pubchance that it will prove both more devastating and much cheaper
lic employes had to pay for a polthan A-bombs.
The fact is that there may never be security of the kind the itical campaign (in this case a
human mind seeks. Humanity may continue to search for it in phy- laudable one) but that the men
sical forms, and we must respect honest striving. But Pearl Harbor seemed to think the state wanted
should have proved that mental alertness Is more eerential than roughly three-fourths of a week's
weapons. Today a failure in human relations, in wisdom and Justice, wages all at one clip. If the two
could torpedo American prosperity — and security, Even atomic per cent had been collected every
pay day over a period of time the
development may be advanced more by three-power cooperation
war chest would have contained
than by three-power distrust and duplication. The western democracies will find their most practicable security in, mutual understand- plenty of money to finance this
—(Christian Science Monitor) effort.
ing and brotherhood.
We may get better public ser•
vice, too, through extension of
that by next June Civil Service to more departments
The national debt is growing so sharply
if the bite is put on hard enough
debts and mortpersonal
its
to
addition
'every American family in
and long enough.
gages, will owe about $7,000."
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By J. S. H.
can always tell the Irish,
can always tell the Dutch,
wives and the Yankees,
cannot tell them much.

ounty Agent
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om Goes Where the Newspa

self-suporting worki•r,
, The National
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Chamber of
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completed a study which the,•
supports this statement
Under the
federalitste •
Urinal and rehabilitation
some 53,000 disabled gni
women were
rehabilitated
successful employment it
Their annual rate of issot,
creased from $17,000
habilitation to $86,00o •
habilitation.
The Federal Security
reports it costs $300 a ot
maintain a disabled penal
dependent. It costs les
—on the average—to
him. Rehabilitation is pui
just once, but the cost of
dency must be paid year
year. The 1948 rehabilitek
agency says, are pay*
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continue year after yet
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FIRE PREVENTION WE
OCTOBER 9 to 15

BUSCH CUMMINS,Insurance
CORNER DRUG STORE
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
PRINCETON CREAMERY
JOHN E. YOUNG INS. Agency
STEGER LUMBER YARD
K. R.CUMMINS,Insurance
ELDRED HDWE. CO
'MARK CUNNINGHAM,Agt.
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preparation
,y1 bromide
Iling weed seeds in soil
as applied at the rate of
pound for each 100 square
a bed surface. Thus, a bed
wide
feet long and 12 feet
require 12 pounds, and a
and 9 feet wide
WO feet long
„ttake 9 pounds of the chemThe chemical comes in one
cans. It should be discharg! Jo the cans by means of a
applicator", through a Sarsmall metal
c ,t.tir. tithe, into a
presilOtaiy, placed under
4,5-proof bed 'cover.
de• temperatures above 40
canned methyl bromide Is
pressure. Therefore, when
is inserted into the steel
, of the applicator and the
:!!"ig lever pulled, the can is
tired and the hole is autogasketed so that the
i flews through the tubing
:he metal evaporating trough
' n the enclosure, where it
idy vaporizes to form the gas.

This method of application front
outside the space to be treated
providee maximum safety front
the toxic fumes. The carts
ehoUld
be punctured at the lowest point
on the sides of the can but n-over
on the side seams.
To insure good distribution the
methyl bromide should be discharged tit three points 30 feet
apart in a 100 foot section of level bed or at the highest points of
gently sloping beds. The metal
troughs, each with a 5-foot length
of plastic tubing fastened inside
so that the liquid, in discharging,
will not splash out on the soil or
up on the gasproof cover, should
be placed under the cover before the edges are sealed down
with soil. The free end of the
tube should extend out from under the cover so that the Jiffy
applicator can be readily attached to it before the Cans are punctured. A 5-foot length of metal
eaves troughing, with both ends
blocked off, makes a suitable
trough.
Beds treated at the rate of a
pound of methyl bromide per 100
square feet should have the gasproof cover left- on for at least
24 hours when the soil temperature is as low as 50 degrees. In
general, the shorter period will
apply for early fall treatment, of

News From The P. ast''
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
wko made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but In the yellowed files of TwiceA-Wqrek Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
April 27, 1926. Mr. J. M. Taylor, ternoon in the Cedar Hill cemeof Cobb, was in the city on busi- tery, this city.
• • •
nese Saiurday, lie recently reApril 30, 1926. Governor W. J.
turned from Palm Beach, Fla.,
where he spent the last two years. Fields has appointed Mr. CharMr. Taylor is a former teacher, les J. White and Mrs. J. R. Catand before going to Chattanooga lett, of Princeton, as delegates
four years ago to reside, was the from KentutIty to the United
mail carrier on Cobb, Route 1, for States Good Roads Association to
several years. He is a clever fel- be held in Santa Monica, Calif.,
low, and we are delighted at his from June 7th to 12th. There will
be 173 delegates from the State.
return to old CaldsVell.
• • •
May 4, 1926. Mrs. C. 0. Akin, acApril 30, 1926a. Our sympathy
goes out to Mr. and Mrs. Ray B. companied by a crowd of happy
Martin, of South Jefferson street, youngsters, hiked to the location
in the death last night of their of the "old haunted house" on the
infant daughter, Dorothy Rae. Eddyville Pike Saturday afterThe interment took place this at- noon, where a delightful picnic
lunch was spread at the supper
beds, and the longer period for hour, after • which a jolly frolic
treatments made in late fall and over the fields was indulged in.
late spring. Fall-treated beds may Those present were Mrs. Akin,
be covered with clean corn fod- Claude Allison, Mary Grace and
der to reduce erosion and pack- Sarah Frances Akin Eunice Doling of the soil during the win- lar, Geneva Hughes of Fredonia,
ter months.
Mary Francis Stevens, Louise
Vaughn, Mary Kenna Segasser,
Maytie Catlett, LaRue Stone and
Helen Wright.
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THE GARDEN

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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WINTER STORING OF
VEGETABLES, VI.
Last week, the constructing of
a special storage for sweet potatoes and cushaws was described;
today, management is to be explained.
The first step in the successful
keeping of these crops is to make
sure that they are harvested with
the utmost gentleness as they are
fragile and bruise easily. Even
slight bruises become points
where break-down may occur later, no mattet how good the storage.
Fresh-harvested, both these
contain surplus moisture that requires drawing off to cure them
to bring out their full sweetness.
They should be put in baskets or
crates raised six inches off the
floor so that air may pass freely
about them. The outer door of
the storage should be opened as
well as the top and bottom venti-
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!atm flap:. of the inner door. ImFish can be frozen in Solid ictt
A bottle about the size of a
mediately, an automatic flow of man's little finger could hold as for long periods and still survive.
air is set up. The farmer and many as 1,000,000 oysters when They have to thaw out gradualmore moist air that rises to the they're a day old.
ly, howev,.,
ceiling escapes through the upper —
• vent being replaced by dry fresh
air that enters through the -vent '
at the floor-line.
The door from the main cellar
to the outside may be opened, as
at this time outside temperature
may be above 50 degrees, but this
should be checked and, If not, a
Every Dollar You Put Into A Home Is Money Saved
lighted oil stove should be set
before the floor-line intake to
warm and dry the air as It passes
Whether A Farm Or City Or Town Home
by. Curing is considered completed when the potatoes at the top
start sprouting. Usually two
weeks is needed.
After the curing is done, the
ventilator flaps and the outer
door are closed, to stay closed
until fanned by a good thermom
eter hung shoulder-high that the
temperature has fallen below 50
degrees, and ventilating and
"firing" are needed again. Also,
watch should be kept for moisture condensing on the ceiling,
the sign that ventilating (and
perhaps "firing") are required, to
make the air dry again.

C. A. WOODALL INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

May 11, 19
.
26.*Mrss Mary Lou
Pickering, of the Hopson section,
has returned from a very pleasant visit to friends and relatives
in Durant, Okla., and Dallas,
Tex.
• • •
May 21, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
McLin are rejoicing over the safe
arrival of a fine ten-pound boy.
The little fellow has been named
William Roy in honor of his happy dad and granddad. He came
last night, May 20th, and got here
in time to help celebrate Roy
Sr.'s 20th birthday, which also
falls on May 20th.

Accent On Home
Fashions Is Color

band-out advanrein•nts mark
this 1950 Studebaker!

All over America, all eyes are on this dramatically
different 1950 Studebaker. It's the most sensational
advance in car styling since Studebaker introduced
the "new look" in cars three years ago.
This 1950 Studebaker is long, low, luxurious—and
it's trim, sleek and flight-streamed—no bulging excess
bulk to squander gasoline.
Stop in and get a close-up eyeful of this breath-taking new Studebaker. ifs the "next look" in cars.

Higher compression Champion
and Commander engines of Moused horsepower • Self-stabilizerg coil spring front wheel suspensiza • Wide-rim wheels and extra:aspressure tires • Self-adjusting
ashes • Oversize windows and
sindshield • Glare-proof "black
light" instrument dials • Wear-relisting Studebaker craftsmanship.

:DEBASER'S

REALLY ROLLING

RUFFLED ORGANDIES

New York — (li) — Top colors
at the recent National Home Furnishings show were red and
green. Red predominated as an
accent in lampshades, bedspreads,
and upholstered pieces used in
any room in the house. It even
found its way into the kitchen
where a new stove was shown in
firecracker red. Other stoves
were cheerful, too, in pastel
green, gray, yellow and black.
Color was the mainstay of this
show. One bedroom combined
hyacinth blue, forest green,
pomegranate red with white
painted hardwood double dresser and man's shirt chest. Vanity
table and chair, headboard and
lamp bases were green. The
chaise lounge was red.
A living room showed woo t
violet upholstered pieces, combined with pale green swivel
chairs, black end and coffee tables. Forest green, antique gold
and blue lapis added to the color
scheme used effectively.

STUDEBAKER LEADS AGAIN WITH THE -NEXT LOOK- IN CARS

BETTER LIVING
IS EASY AT C & C
Handsome Plaids in All Wool Fabric.
Sizes 36 to 44.
BOYS' MACKINAW
Sizes 8-18

Public Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an order adopted by the Fiscal Court of Caldwell County, Kentucky, there will be submitted to the voters of said
county at the relgular election to be held therein on Tuesday, November 8, 1949, the
question whether bonds of said county shall be issued to the amount of $70,000 for the
purpose of constructing and furnishing a county public hospital to be known as the
Said question will be submitted at said elecCaldwell County War Memorial Hospital.
the regular polling places in and for each
at
tion in all the voting precincts in said county
upon
the ballots in substantially the followrespective voting precinct, and will appear
;nc3 form:

PENNEY'S
Top Grade Clear Finished Organdy. Neat as a
pin workmanship. Penney's helps you keep within your decorative budget.

11 oz. durable fabric
with ctiffed bottoms

"Shall Caldwell County, Kentucky, issue bonds to the amount of
Seventy Thousand Dollars ($70,000) for the purpose of constructcounty
ing and furnishing a county public hospital in and for said
Hospital."
to be known as the Caldwell County War Memorial

DENIM PANTS
Men's

For all-round wear and warmth. Toddlers and
bigger girls like the trim cut of this Suit.
foregoing question
(Notice to Voters: For a vote favoring the
place a cross (X) mark in the square below the word "Yes", and
similar mark in the square below
for a negative vote place a
"No".)
the word

$1.69

$1.49
3½ L B S

DOUBLE BLANKETS
' Wool Rayon
Satin Bound. A Real Buy.

Fiscal Court of said county and
This notice is given pursuant to the order of the
is dated September 13, 1949.

BOYS' WOOL
FAMOUS

PLAID

SHIRT JACKETS

NATIONWIDE SHEETS
PHILIP STEVENS
County Court Clerk, Caldwell County, Kentucky.

PIN WALE CORDUROY _
ALL NEW COLORS

$4.98

.*;
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;Woman Is
Brooklyn Dodgers !Staff
Of LaBelle
Pass Honors Around Florida Weekly

ursd-r 0

y Those

Entire

By Andy Anderson
By Frank Eck
(AP) —
Fort Meyers, Fla.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — 64') — Team
Mrs. Jane Walker, managing ediplay, Manager Burt Shotton will
tor and entire staff of the Hendry
tell you, kept the Dodgers going
County News at LaBelle does
during the hot stages of the Na- a lot of writing but refuses to
tional League pennant race.
head her material in the newsIt's hard for anyone, even the papers.
Dodger pilot, to put the finger on
She doesn't trust printers; hates
any one player. Where would the typographical errors in her copy;
Bums be with Pee Wee Reece? and so she doesn't have to worry
He missed only one game all sea- If he doesn't see mistakes, if any.
son.
Mrs. Walker is correspondent
Where would they be without for the Fort Myers News-Press,
Jack Robinson's bat and his speed but doesn't read her writings in
on the base paths? Despite tired that, either. Her copy is typed in
legs he led both leagues in hit- blue on pink paper.
ting,most of the season and is
She works from 7:30 until at
baseball's No. 1 man in steals. He least 3:30 daily writing, answerdidn't miss a game.
ing the phone, soliciting ads and
Where would they be without doing the myriad of other things
Gil Hodges, the converted catch- to meet the weekly deadline.
er? He has played every game at
Her office is a dilapidated onefirst base.
room building with newspapers
It's lucky for the Dodgers and taped up at windows. Dismantled
Reece that Larry Jansen, the con- machinery fills the back of the
sistent Giant pitcher, lacks a real room, for the News is now print• fireball. This specialist in slider ed in nearby Moore Haven where
pitches plunked Reece on the left the proof-reading also is done.
elbow on Sept. 11. Reece hit the
Biggest headache is advertisdirt, writhing in pain. It looked ing. One year ads got switched
like the end of Pee Wee and the at Christmas time and came out
Dodgers chances.
with a LaBelle merchant offering
However, X-rays showed no dignified greetings while the
fracture and Reece missed only sheriff's ad thanked customers
one game. Had .,Jansen's pitch 'for patronage during the year.
been a fast ball, Reece undoubtedMrs. Walker's father was an
ly would have missed the last 14 employe of the Louisville, Ky..,
games. _
Courier-Journal. She is a native
Pee Wee has been their hustle of Atlanta, Ga.
man all season, the take charge
guy Leo Durocher once said he'd average shows that he CAN hit
be. This season he was the best right handed pitchers. Duke Snidleadoff man in the National der in center field missed only
League. He hits home runs, steals nine games. A long ball hitter and
bases and plays inspired ball at fine outfielder he hits eighth
against southpaws and third
shortstop.
Robinson? He has been the against righties. This was his first
thorn in the side of every pitch- full season and he looks like one
er who put him in base. Even so of the real power hitters of the
seasoned a person as Harry Bre- future.
cheen dared him to steal home. "If he hits .270 he'll play reguSteal home he did. He led both larly," a Dodger official said last
leagues in steals. He has been the spring. Snider has done much
No. 4 batter the Dodgers needed better than that since curbing his
appetite for bad pitches.
for so long.
Left field and third base were
Hodges? Probably the most unspectacular first baseman in the Brooklyn's only sore spots this
business but one of the best. He season. In left, Gene Hermanski,
produced when Shotton put him though he hit .300 — mostly
fifth in the batting order behind against righties—came up with
Robinson. He led the team in several injuries. On third, Billy
Cox was a rienfensive bulwark
home runs.
Reece, Robinson and Hodges, but he hit only .235.
For catching, the Dodgers rethe terrific double play threesome—without them there's no lied oil Roy Campanella. He mistelling where the Dodgers would- sed only 25 games, hit the long
ball and drove home clusters of
be.
There have been other Dodgers, runs. He has been backed up by
too. Don Newcombe, their Negro another good receiver, Bruce Edrookie star and leading pitcher, wards. A third catcher would be
Rex Barney, Jack Banta and Hodges, if necessary, with Rob'Preacher Roe each turned in inson moving to first.
But unlike the Yankees, who
shutouts during the September
drive while Ralph Branca and used seven first basemen this
Joe Hatten chipped in with bril- season the Dodgers needed only
one.
liantly pitched games.
As a team the Dodgers were
You can go right down the line
with the Dodgers. Carl Furillo respected from the beginning.
in right field has about the best They had youth, hustle and terriarm in baseball and his 300 plus fic team spirit.
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AO,TOO,TAKES OFF ITS HAT
TO MR. C.WHIT BLOUNT
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OF WAYNESBORO, GEORGIA
witt

-AND TO ALL OUR OTHER GOOD
COMPETITORS WHO
HAVE TAKEN A SIMILAR STAND
ir11.

An Editorial From The Atlanta Journal,
Thursday, Sept. 29, 1949

3

Competitor Denounces
Suit Against A&P
THE BOLD three-column advertisement in
the current issue of the Waynesboro True
Citizen catches the reader's eye. We quote
it in full.
To our notion that advertisement by C.Whit
Blount states the economic and governmental aspects of the case against A&P
with a clarity and forcefulness that most
of the editorial comment has lacked.
Also it strikes us as a fine example of sportsmanship in business.
Incidentally, it is about as effective an advertisement as could have been written for
Mr. Blount's "Groceteria".
Makes you sort of wish you were in Waynesboro to trade with him, doesn't it?

An
ent P
AdvertieemTrurom
Thc
Wayne8boro
e
Citizen

.11

.,.....,..„
A Word For
Our
Competitor
The Great
Atlantic&Pacific Tea
Co.
There has been
a

move by the
department of the
anti-trust
Federal
stroy our
nt
Governme
to deleading
competitor, the A&P
Store.
Food
It may
seem odd, but
we are
this move
opposed to
The A&P
Co., is
definitely our
o
competit r - they
strongest
keep us
are still in
hopping. But, we
it by selling business - And Expanding.
We do
quality
Close margin
ise, buying at a
merchand
and selling at
CLOSER margin.
The so called
"trust
the A&P Co.
control -busters" charge that
some of the
and processing
production
ends of the
a result,
food:
they hold the
usiness. 4s
cost price
foods.
down on
WELL, WHAT'S
WRONG WITH
If A&P
THIS??
holds the costs
down,
it makes our
suppliers hold
their costs
down to the
competitive level.
same
They can
AND SO CAN
sell
cheaper,
WE.
We intend to
continue to try to
merchandise than
sell better
A&P; We also
to have
will continue
competitive prices.
BUT, We don't
believe the go
any in
dividual should
vernment, or
try to
that is doing
break
up a firm
a good,
clean,
serving the people
efficient job of
of this
country.
C. Whit

Blount

111111•\

THE SUIT YOU FAVOR FOR FALL. . . is made
Note the man tailored precise
by S,..,„,,sa
lines flattered by a romantic Byron collar and
button trimmed pockets. The fabric is autumnlure, wrinkle resistant rayon at its best.
Sleeves are two seamed and inside seams are
ribbon bound. Fascinating colors
Sizes 10-10
As shown in Charm and Glamor

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

SOUL AYWE tun'l,
01 1%FREDONIA,KY.
•------.0.

S.

Waynesboro Groceteria
PACIFIC TEA COMPANY

ursdoy, October 6, 1949
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Phelps of ( C C I well county saved Urinal F
eral ten
Bareuthet
14,000 pounds of Ky. 31 fescue Cr will be crowned Dec. 18.
Few 110 ',Olders
tiv David U.
.By Robert A. Barnes
seed, despite wet weather during
York — Fire that starts there are
number of con 0,,,,
;
Clayton, N. M. — Bill Wetsel the harvesting season. The seed
In 1032, Chuck Hafey won the
ut a stxrrk is getting close substances which heat up I,
says he's the world's fattest man, was harvested with a combine, National League batting champsty front scientists. Both the themselves and under eerta
Board of Fire Under- conditions cause serious fir,
and there's plenty of weight be- and then run through the drier. ionship with a 3489 total over
in Washington and the Experts have found four general
hind his argument. His belt — if County Agent R. A. Mabry said Billy Terry's 3486 and Jimmy
he wore one — would be longer about 4,000 acres would be seed- Bottomley's .3482.
owl Board of Fire Under- classes of such substances:
1. Substances not themselves
in New York are studying
than most men are tall. And he ed to fescue and green acre white
mysterious chemical proces- combustible, but which may cans.
hasn't been able to bend over and and Ladino clbvers this .fall.
ctrolved in spontaneous corn- ignition. Commonest in this cl:,
put on his own shoes tor 13 years.
It takes lots of sleep to keep
which causes oily rags in is unslaked lime. When It ge
He's 6 feet 8 inches around the Bill going. He gets eight to 12
flames.
into
burst
moist, it heats up.
Some to
waist and 5 feet 854 inches tall. hours a night and a nap in the
2. Substances which catch ii.
And his weight? Just 627 pounds afternoon.
s study is part of the effort
tbe
us- below
at last count.
made to reduce
ordinary temperatur
HOPKINSVILLE
A few years back Bill had hopes Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Lire losses Within the past These are chemicals like hydr
of phosphorus. You don't have
of topping the 700-pound mark.
worry about these—unless Junior
In 1941 he tipped the scales at
1.1,414E ouRS STRAIGHT,
has a chemistry set.
675. For seven years he didn't
• 5TRAIG1IT FROM A
3. Substances which oxidize
weigh. Last year he found to his
PRINCETON CREAMERY
surprise—and disappointment—
sufficiently at room temperatum
to burst into flame. These inch;
that he had lost 48 pounds, alLV BOTTLE,
oils, such as linseed, soya, cottoit
though he was bigger than ever.
VAT IS'
He decided some muscle turned
seed, olive and others, when
to fat, Which weighs less.
spread on rags or clothes. The
Ask for free inspection
During World War I the Army
oily mop you leave in your celof your property
drafted Bill .but discharged him
lar can burst into fire. Some
after
17
days
fr
metals, such as iron, will ignite
obesity. He
claims a note is attached to his
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Women's Wear
spontaneously when reduced to
honorable discharge which calls
powder. Charcoal and soft coal
'
Phone
3340
him "too large for a man, too
will heat when left to themselves.
"Not More, But Betsmall for a horse." He just
4. Hay and, grain, which are in
STRIKE
VIOLENCE: The camera catches a woman picket about to club an unsuspecting man at Bufweighed 280 then.
Authorized Representative of
a class by themselves. There's still
ter Merchandise"
Ohio V•Ilov Torminix Corp.
Bill doesn't claim to be the OCe
a lot of mystery about exactly falo, N. Y., as violence flared again in the 16-week-old Bell Aircraft Strike. At the extreme left, a
exclusively yours
As AdverIls•d be"Th. Post"
heaviest man in the world—just
how a pile of innocent-looking deputy is starting to swing his club at the woman. (AP Wirephoto)
the fattest. But he ridicules some
hay starts to get hot without any due to what the scientists call
(Incorporated)
New Scholarships
of the tales making the rounds
aid from man or woman. The microbial thermogenesis. It means
We ,RIC/
LARGEST IN TERMITE LONTROI
on
how
much
he
eats.
Half a
commonest theory is that this is that microbes in the hay get busy
Established At UK
pound of bacon? Three loaves of
after the hay is cut and soak up
Establishment of four new sch- bread at a sitting? A
pound of
a lot of oxygen. This causes a
olarships to the University of lard for dessert?
chemical reaction—and chemical
Kentucky College of Engineering
By Alton L. Blakeslee
"Preposterous!" he complains.
reactions always produce heat.
New York — How would you was announced last week by Dean He says he usually eats about
Because of the mass of hay, the like a diamond with a curse? This D. V. Terrell. Awarded by Alexthree
of a loaf of bread
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry heat can't escape. It builds up diamond is radioactive—so much ander Bonnyman, president of the a day.-fourths
In his younger days—he's
and speeds up more microbes to so that it's dangerous to wear it. Blue Diamond Coal Company,
Dial 3211
56 now—he ate more than a loaf
produce more heat. The next Rays shooting out from it can Knoxville, Tenn., the scholarships
a day.
thing you know, Farmer Jones' kill living flesh and hone. The provide four years of college
Anxious to support himself, he
barn is blazing.
gem will take its own picture just training to recipients, who must has recently overcome his dislike
All the experts can do about by being placed against photo- be employees or sons of employof being stared at and appeared
this so for is to warn the farmers graphic film.
ees of the Blue Diamond Com- at several public functions billed
to cure their hay before putting
The diamond is small, weigh- pany. The scholarships are valued as "The World's Fattest Man."
it in the barn, Moisture seems to ing less than one. carat. But at $740 a year for Kentucky stuBill is the oldest of nine chilspeed up the microbial thermo- scientists say it is four times dents and $840 for out-of-state
dren still living of an original 16.
genesis. Also, farmers are advised more radioactive than a compara- students.
Three brothers top 200 pounds,
to take the temperature of their ble mass of pure uranium or
as does his mother. An aunt
hay. If they stick a thermometer thorium.
TOBACCO IRRIGATED
weighs 400 pounds.
into the hay loft and find the
How the stone got that way is
Irrigating tobacco may pay
temperature reaches 212 degrees a mystery. John A. Hardy, a con- handsome returns, according to
it is time to call the fire depart- sulting engineer, tells about it in W. W. Johnson of Boyle county.
DANCE
Air Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
ment.
,
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
"Gems and Gemology," journal of Where he irrigated this season, he
Friendly Atmosphere
Householders, too, get a few the Cemological Institute of expects to harvest 2,000 pounds of
TOMMY DORSEY
Always
Visit Us When In Town
tips from the fire experts. Throw America.
Where
no
water
tobacco an acre.
IN PERSON
away all oily rags, they urge.
City Taxes are now due and if unpaid after
Originally the diamond had a was used, he thinks he may not
And His
Don't store newspapers or com- deep lively green color, he said. get more than 1,500 pounds, he
WORLD FAMOUS
November 1st, subject to a Ten Per Cent Penalty. bustible materials such as Christ- It came from Belgium in 1938, told County Agent John C.
ORCHESTRA
mas decorations in the attic. but he doesn't know anything Brown. He irrigated 21
/
2 acres in
Dancing 9:30 'Till 1:30
Warm
weather
can
speed
up
All water accounts are due the first of each month,
his crop of 6.9 acres.
more about its history.
HOPKINS COUNTY
The green color changed sudENTERTAINMENT
and if unpaid after 18th of Month,subject to a Ten
denly to a golden yellow in 1940
Watts Gunn of Atlanta won 15
Hopkinsville
when a jeweler accidentally heat- holes in succession from V. L.
Phone 7
CENTER
ed the stone too much while shav- Bradford, Jr., in the first round
Per Cent Penalty.
U. S. II North
ing down its heavy setting. After of the 1925 U. S. amateur golf
Madisonville, Ky.
1111111111111111011111111.1111111111111111111111111011111111111011111111111111101/1111
scientists inspected it,, the own- championship.
er's wife immediately stopped
wearing it. The radioactivity had
already started to attack the calcium in the bone of her finger.
University of Michigan scientists found the diamond is shooting out electrons and alpha particles, which are the nuclei or
cores of helium atoms. Its radioactivity is apparently due to one
form of radium, they said.
One possible explanation is
that the diamond had once been
packed close to radium or radon
, in the earth. Heavy atomic centers or nuclei from the radium
penetrated deep into the diamond.
At Harvard, it was found that
diamonds, which are pure carbon, will change to a green color and become radioactive when
they are bombarded with deuterons in a cyclotron. Hardy's
stone was bombarded at the University of Michigan in 1942, and
it changed back to its original
I green color. It has kept that color since.

Plenty Of Weight
In This Argument

Over 125,000 homes
protecte'd against termites
by Ternifiltx!

TERM UNIX -

Cursed Diamond
Proves Radioactive

Prescriptions A
Specialty

wicarson

When In Hopkinsville
Make

Wood's Drug Store

NOTICE
To City Tax Payers

Your Shopping Center

Wood's Drug Store

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

The 1949

Free Delivery In Town!
Bring your home people your corn and soybeans.
Get your AAA Fertilizers From us.
Feed for a better Profit — The Purina Chows
A Complete Stock Of Bargain Feeds.
Get Our Ton Soybean Meal Prices

chemical reactions.
I If you must keep oily mops,
' hang them up where plenty of
air can circulate around them. The
air carries away the heat that
might be generated. Or keep such
mops in metal cans. The can
keeps the heatproducing oxygen
away from the oil.
The four original members of
golf's Hall of Fame are Walter
Hagen, Bobby Jones, Francis Ouimet and Gene Sarazen.

EGG
PRODUCERS!
THE BEST WAY
TO COAX YOUR
HEN TO MAXIMUM
EGG PRODUCTION
IS TO FEED

NUNNBETTER
20% Egg Mash

Princeton Mills

A Thoroughly
Tested Feed—
Filled With Meat
Scraps, Fish Meal,
And Dried Buttermilk
Enriched With
Vitamins A, D, and
Riboflavin.
There's None Better
Than NUNN-BETTER!
Made by

CHAS. NUNN & SONS
MILLING COMPANY
--Millers of NUNN-BETTLR
All-Purpose FLOUR

201 East Market Street

Newly Appointed Cadillac Dealer
for Princeton and Vicinity
It is a pleasure to make this dual announcement. It marks the introduction,
in Princeton, of the finest Cadillac ever
built while, at the same time, assuring
the highest type of Cadillac sales and
service to motorists of this vicinity.
The 1949 Cadillac—the most beautiful car
ever to bear the Cadillac name—offers a
wbolly new V-type, eight-cylinder engine
which is, beyond all doubt, the highest
development yet attained in automotive
power plants. So smooth and eager is
its performance that the car almost
seems to move by automatic propulsion.

You are cordially invited to see this new
car and inspect the modern and complete
facilities of this new Cadillac dealership, operated under the able management of Mr. Will Stevenson. Cadillac
service work will be handled by factorytrained mechanics, using approved tools
and methods and genuine Cadillac re'placement parts.
Regardless of whether you now own a
Cadillac car, you will be a welcome
visitor at this new dealership. You will
find it an interesting and enlightening
insight into modern motor car progress.

TAYLOR-WILSON CHEVROLET CO., INC.
Distributor
PAIFTCAH, KENTUCKY
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The conditem if Mrs. Lucian
Greer, West Main street, who
C. Please call No. 2101 and give Iteni• for this paws to whoever answers
has been seriously ill, is imthe phone.
to •spodite handling
of the news.
proved.
Mr. Charles I. Miller, West
Hour Of Contemplation
Lewis - Tay/or
King - Greer
Main street, recently left for
Between the summer and the
The
wedding
of Miss AnThe marriage of Mrs. Alma Maryaville„ Ohio, to supervise
autunm,
nie Kathryn Lewis, daughter of King, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and the harvesting
of his crops.
Between t he flowering and Mr.
and Mrs. T. P. Lewis, Route Mr. Herndon Greer, S. Jefferson
Mrs. Hodge Elvis has returned
falling,
3, and Mr. George Randolph Tay- street, took place in Hopkinsville to her home
in Guntersville, Ala.,
Between the meadow lark's clear lor,
son of Mr. G. 1D. Taylor, Friday morning, September 30. after being called here because of
piping,
the serious illness 'of her sister,
Seottsburg, and Mrs. Willie Wyatt, The couple left immediate
ly after
And the Wild geese calling,
Mrs. Lucian Greer, West Main
of the Dripping Springs commun- the ceremony for a visit
with his street.
Is the year's hour of contempla- ity, took place Saturday
after- daughter,
Mrs. Charles Fleming,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Williams,
tion,
noon, October 1, at 3. p. m. at
For knowing beyond reason,
the home of the bride. Rev. and family, in Chicago, Ill. Mrs. Washington street, spent last
The symbol of the endless circle George Filer, pastor of the First Greer is a former resident of week-end at their former home
in Jackson, Tenn.
Of season after season.
Christian Church, performed the Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Schultz,
--Yetza Gillespie double ring' ceremony , after
Paducah, spent last week-end
which an informal reception was
Mrs. Morgan Hostess
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
'iMr. and Mrs. Herschel Steph- held.
R. Roy Towery, West Main street.
To
Bridge Club
ens, S. Jefferson street, spent last
For her wedding, the bride
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal,
week-end in Marion with their wore a blue satin dress with
Mrs. John Morgan was hostess
daughter, Mrs. Albert Henry, and black accessories. Her corsage to members of her bridge club at Highland Avenue, spent last
family.
was of white gardenias.
her home on Hopkinsville street, week-end in Nashville, Tenn.,
with her sister, Miss Edythe
Attendants were Mr. Jim Ed Thursday night, Sept. 29.
Lewis, a brother of the bride,
Members present were Mes- Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Flint Trotter left
and Miss Janie Jennings, of Chi- dames Conway Lacey, James Mccago.
Caslin, Thomas Lacey, Billy Mc- Tuesday to visit their son and
TRADE IN YOUR OLD
The bride attended Butler easlin, C. H. Jaggers, Willard his family, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
'''m TYPEWRITER FOR A
" High School, and has
been em- Moore, Gordon Glenn, Bill Chil- Fuller and daughter, Janice, at
NEW GRAY MAGIC
IOTA
ROYAL ployed in Chicago.
dress, Cooper Crider, Jim Walker Denver, Colorado.
ROYAL PORTABLE
Row
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff and
The bridegroom served in the and the hostess.
U. S. Marine Corps, in World War
Visitors were Mesdames Hillery son, William Frank, have returnII, and is farming in the Scotts- Barnett, Billy McElroy, Stanley ed to Kansas City, Mo., where he
burg community. He is also an Sharp, Jimmy Landis, George has resumed his studies at Kansas City Institute of Art, after
employe of the I. C. Railway Co. Pettit and Frederick Stallins.
The couple will make their
First prize was won by Mrs. spending seven weeks with his
home on his farm in the Scotts- Cooper Crider; second, by Mrs. 'parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Jim Walker; bingo, by Mrs. Stan- Granstaff, South Seminary street.
burg community.
Mrs. R. M. Pool has returned
ley Sharp; and guest prize, Mrs.
to her home in Knoxville, Tenn.,
Billy McElroy.
,
A salad course was served by after a visit with friends here,
enroute from Denver, Colo.,
the hostess.
where she visited her daughterin law, Mrs. Monroe Pool and
Kindergarten Has
children, Jimmy and Barbara.
Mesdames Hewlett Morgan, Jim
Oreomulsion relieves promptly beeventee
n
Enrolled
cause it goes right to the seat of the
Children enrolled in the kin- Walker, Conway Lacey and Fredtrouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature dergarten classes of Mrs. Louis erick Stallins spent Friday in
to so 'be and heal raw, tender, In- Litchfield,
Washington street, Hopkinsville.
named bronchial mucous memMisses Nancy Stowers, Mary
branes. Tell your druggist to sell yon this year are: Ann Ryder Rana bottle of Oreomulsion with the un- dolph, Betty Litchfield, Glenda Elizabeth Mills and Dorothy Ann
derstanding you must like the way it
Wood spent Saturday in EvansHOWARD D. HAPPY CO., quickly
allays the cough or you are Morgan, Joe Robinson, Sidney ville.
to have your money back.
Ladd, Tommy Giannini, Ellen
Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker spent
Incorporated
Davis, Charlie Henry, Barry Banister, John Shelley Eldred, Kathy Monday in Paducah.
for
Coughs,
Bronchitfi
Colds,
Chest
HOPKINSVILLE
Dr. Power Wolfe and brother,
Shelton, Martha Littlepage, BobMr. Charley Wolfe, have returned from a month's vacation in
Van Buren, Ark.
Mesdames Arney T. Rawls,
May Blades and W. C. Haydon
left Wednesday for several days'
visit in New Orleans, La. They
went by train and expect to return home Sunday.
\Mrs. Cora Dee Eldred, Los An•ILLUSION HALF-SIZE DRESSES
geles, Calif., is visiting her uncle, Mr. Dique Eldred, and Mrs.
Eldred, West Main street. Eqroute here, she spent ten days ih
St. Louis, Mo., with her sister,
ivIrs. Gerard Kevil.
1, Mr. W. F. Young, Manatee,
Fla., is visiting his son, Mr. John
E. Young, and Mrs. Young, W.
Market street. He has also been
spending some time in Fredonia,
prior to coming here.
Col. T. A. Pedley, Denver,
Colo., spent last week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M. Ped-

da 10M 110111 ROTH

i,
fin

Thursday, October

6,194

ley, Mrs. Lily Campbell and Mrs. returned Monday from a two Paul Hood, and (wilily. Enroute, ('. Hamden, Harntto,
spent

T. A. Pedley, Sr. Mesdames
Campbell and T. A Pedley returned home with him Monday
night. Mrs. Campbell will visit
her Ulster, Mrs. Pedley, and Mr.
Pedley
.
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay, Elkton, arrived Monday for a visit to her
daughter, Mrs. Gracean M. Pedley, and Mr. Pedley, Locust
street.
Mr. and Mrs Rumsey Taylor

weeks' trip through the Southern
States and points on the GO
Coast,
Mrs. J. H. Leech, W. Main
street, is visiting her son, James
Harvey Leech, Mrs. Leech and
their little son, James Harvey
in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs.. W. A. Hood,
Washington street, are wending
a two weeks' vacation in Oklahoma City, Okla., with their son,

they stopped in Tulsa, Okla., for
a visit with Mrs. A. K Miller and
Mrs. Carl Davenport.
Mr. Horace Taylor, Beaver
Dam, spent Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Fred Taylor, S. Seininmy street.
Mrs. H. L. Hobby and daughters, Rena and Kathleen, Et.
Seminary street, spent last week
In Louisville.
Miss Gladys Knott and Mrs. E.

tivva

last week
-end irith

si.n Ji(rj.
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n
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The beautiful Chrysler New Yorker with
Prestomolic Fluid Drive . . the slap/sof of
oil automatic transmirsions.

5.
ties.
( olored

*SUR

When others cough and quit ... Chrysler doesn't even
splutter.
Storm-damp-highwater--can't faze it! Throw a bucket of
water
over the engine and you can't stop it. Once again Chrysler
brings
you the year's most needed engineering feat. The first and
ori:
completely waterproof ignition system on any passenger
car in
America-and it's standard on all Chrysler models! Con-distribe
tor-wiring harness-spark plugs-everything sheds water Lae
a
duck! And mind you ... this is only one of 50 stand-out advances
this year on the beautiful Chrysler. Better see how they add
up to
the sweetest driving, best riding Chrysler ever built tor you. Vis•t
your nearby Chrysler dealer;for an eye-opening demonstration toca

7.
applicati
8.

proveme
is needf
9.
adult.
If the fo
the forth

HODGE MOTOR SALES
W. MAIN

PHONE 2093
HoW
J. T.
L. D.

ioi hali-sizers call look

by Burton, Sue McConnell, Rosie
Mitchell, Betty Pettit and Kaye
Brazier.
Although Mt. McKinley in
Alaska reaches up above 20,000
feet, its timber line is low, only
3,000 feet above its base.

Connies delight your fashion-loving
heart ...with newest creations in soft
supple suedes and smooth leathers.
They fit you, they flatter you, they
save you money... they come in styles
and colors to suit your every costume
and comfort need. Connies give you
so much style and quality... it's hard
to believe they cost so little.

ci

ie. Guaranteed by

Good Housekeeping

Fast
ever

that
See
corn
the
pre.

Asatottut.".‘
'.

5.95
Oth•r Martha Manning
Dr•mis in Missois' and
Hall-Siz•• (roan

and

6.95

Some styles $7.95

1815

Fast
Desi
over
mere
with
easy

As seen in
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

No. 0910 — Royal fashion note
of trapunto and metallic
embroidery on a deftly designed dress

• Al

that makes you regally sliml Imperial rayon crepe in
Amethyst, Fog Grey, Creme de Cocoa, Symphony Blue.
Proportion
sizes, 16% to 24%. $1015
L

"Raindrop"
Ageless yet authentic in design. A
treatment by "Sharpe"—brilliantly
polished spots—each mirroring all
of the others. Sparkling beauty—
decorous simplicity and decorators
good taste. Made in all essential
Items.
Budget Priced at $1.00 each. Salad
Plates to match are available.

WALKER'S
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

•N.
time
min

Drugs & Jewelry
115 W. Main St.

Phone 3211

•la
Ova
•Hi.

Broil

0,001 0410,10

$ Guaranteed by. A

Good Hoileekeepingj
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PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"FINE SHOES FITTED BY
X-RAY"
A
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Fredonia News
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dorroh,
v ansville, spent the week-end
it his parents, and Mr. and
,Ics. J. T. Dorroh.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray and
laughter, Linda Jo. of Ev:
aasedle, spent the week-end with
Mrs,
his palt.tItS: Mr. and

Riverside hospital,
Paducah, last
week, where he
submitted to
surgery for a kidney
stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
Lowry
and sons, Wayne and
Donald, Evansville, were guests of
his mother, Mrs. Belle Lewry,
for a short
time Sunday afternoo
n.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
R,IV.
Brasher atHardie.. IlerlSOn was admitted to tended funeral
services for W.

PLATFORM OF "THE PROGRESSIVE
TICKET"
The Voters Of

To
The City Of Princeton,
Kentucky:
in submitting our candidacies for Mayor, and City Council as "The Progress

ive Ticket", we
do so as a unit. This principle of oneness and harmony
shall be our aim should you by your
votes elect us to office. We are interested in
Princeton, her stability and growth.
With this
• mind our objectives shall ibe:
1. To continue negotiations instituted by the
present city council for the purchase
of the
ectric Light and power system within the
tity of Princeton, which is
now owned and
a ted by the Kentucky Utilities Company. We
believe
--and we shall have facts and fig-.es to present to you— that the people of
Princeton can make substantial
savings in their
monthly light bills by owning and operating
their Light and Power system.
This proposition we propose to submit to you for approval by ballot
before a Franchise is renewed with
the Kentucky Utilities Company.

THIS IS OUR MAJOR ISSUE,
2. To check carefully into the operations of
the city's Water Department, which
is
oractically the only source of revenue at Princeton
's command aside from that of general
taxation; and continue to final completion the present
plans
for
purificat
ion
of
our water and
improvement of the water system. We promise
to make a thorough study of the revenue
obtained from sale of water and the expenditures current
and pledged against this source of income; and effect a reduction in the water rate, if
possible.
3. To employ a police force that will enforce
the law impartially, but with kindness
and consideration. This force to be considered only after
our election. We shall not be embarrassed by pre-election commitments.
4. To place the employees of the Police Departm
ent and the Water Department under
Civil Service; and the Electric Light and Power Departme
nt, if and when acquired by the city.
5. To lend co-operation to property owners desiring Sewer
connection in their vicini-

Iles

en splutter.
ket of water
sler beings
t and only
nger car in
if — distnhuwater like a
t advances
y add up to
you. Visit
ation today.

6 To make every effort toward improving streets in neglecte
d areas of our city. The
colored section has been neglected, and should therefore receive
consideration.
7. To regulate traffic and parking ordinances consistent
with safety and practical
application. Stop lights are certainly in order.
8. To extend whole hearted support to the Public Library, and to
the care and improvement of Cedar Hill Cemetery. Acquisition of adjacent
lots to Cedar Hill Cemetery
is needful.
9. To encourage the establishment of recreational opportuni
ties for both youth and
adult. These opportunities are worth considering.
If the foregoing platform meet your approval, we sincerely solicit your vote and
influence in
forthcoming election Nov. 8, 1949.
Respectfully submitted,
THE PROGRESSIVE TICKET

Fr iieman
Thomas Jones, student at MurNeal, Owensboro; Arthur Nutting, vote for three candidates. Names
Little Miss Ruth Suzanne Ruck- ray College, spent the weekend Pedley Candidate
Louisvill
e, and Graeean M. Fed- of the three receiving the higher is spendmg this week with her with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. For Alumni Member
ley, Princeton.
est vote will be submitted to Gov.
E.
Jones
and
family.
grandmother., Mrs. Essie Rucker.
Of UK Trustee Body
The balloting, being conducted Earle Clements. who will appoint
Circle No. 1 of the Deptist
Lexington — (Al') — A new
Mrs. Russell Melton and son,
by mail, allows each alumni to the new member.
Eddie, returned from Murray Church W. M. U. will hold their alumni member of the UniverThursday. They had spent sev- regular meeting at the church sity of Kentucky's board of trustees is being selected by ballot
eral days with Mr. and Mrs. Steve this week.
A American
Legion Auxiliary among approximately 17,000
Jones and Mrs. Rufus Atkins.
will meet at the Legion Hall graduates and former students.
Miss Dorothy Brasher, GilbertsFrank Peterson, secretary of
vile, spent Thursday with her Monday night for the regular
the board, today listed the six
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Eldridge candidates as Mrs. T. Jere Beam,
Brasher.
and children, Gloria Lynn and Louisville; A. B. Chandler
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield
, Verand Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps and Carney Leon, Princeton, spent sailles; Herndon J. Evans, Pine$aturday
with his parents, .Mr. ville; Circuit Judge Sidney B.
children, Wanda and Phillip,
were Sunday dinner guests of and Mrs. A. J. Idridge.
Ur. and Mrs. Johnson Wiggin- Yancey visited Mrs. J. L. Yancey
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris, the
ton
attended funeral services for who is a patient in the I. C. hosoccasion being the birthday of
Mrs. Belle Turley at Sugar pital, Paducah, Saturday.
Mr. Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McIntosh
Grove church Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White,
and Mr. and Mrs. Pat McMuellen,
Gary, Ind., are visiting her moth- Mrs. Turley was a relative of
Detroit, are guests of Mrs. Madge
er, Mrs. Mattie Rice and other Mrs. Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, RIOS, and family.
relatives.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
Evansville, spent the week-end
Mrs. Essie Rucker was the dinwith her sister, Mrs. Veldon Yan- Beulah Howerton were in Evansner guest of her son, Roy Rucker,
ville Tuesday.
dell, and Mr. Yandell.
and Mrs. Rucker Sunday.
Mrs.
Florence
Parr
spent
MonMrs. T. R. Akridge, Charles D.
Ak ridge and Mrs. Charles Baker day in Princeton as guest of her
The value of good
attended funeral services for Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker
Belle Turley at Sugar Grove and family.
Burns Over 40 HOURS on a Gallon of Oil
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray Blackburn
Life Insurance
church Sunday afternoon.
visited at the Crittenden County
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rash, Mrs.
Now you can have plenty of comforting heat and still NM
Hattie McMurray, Madisonville, hospital Sunday afternoon. EnAsk a widow! Ask a boy
fuel. In addition to its fuel•saving "Midget" Pilot, PerfecMrs. Mamie Davis, Sturgis, and route h o me, they visited Mrs.
or girl whose education
tion Heaters have large heat-saving radiators, heat-directMrs. Tom Young, Princeton, were Lina Scott in Crayne for a short
came from a
policy!
ing shutters, extra-large louver areas for rapid heat dis
ti9te.
They'll tell you the real
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs.
tribution. Everything is designed to give you the InOs!
siMr. and Mrs. Dewey Cartwright
value.
Nellie E. Burton.
heat from every drop of fuel oil. Be wise—economize
and Miss Patsy Wigginton, Ev1 Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn,
with Perfection—your finest, fuel-saving home heater.
Mrs. Paul West and daughter, ansville, spent the week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam Wigginton C. A. Woodall Insurance
Kay, and Miss Imogene Wigginton
in Crider.
Agency
were in Hopkinsville Tuesday afMr. and Mrs. Dock Baker, Phone
ternoon.
2441
Dixon, Tenn., were visitors of
Mrs. Lemma S. Cruce, ClarksRepresen
1
ting The Equitable
ville, spent the week-end with her Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers i Life Assurance Society Of
sister, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, and
and children were in Murray and
New York
Mr. Bennett.
PHONE 2751
W. B. Conway, who is employ- Paducah Sunday.
1001111111111111011111110111.11111111111111111110111.1111111 lllllll 111111111111111.ii
Roy Ashby has returned home
ed in Gary, Ind., is spending a
from Chicago, Ill., after spending
few days with his family.
seyeral days there.
Mrs. Laura Moore and Miss El,
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Vinson
la Garrett Moore, near Farmers- '
\rifle, were Sunday guests of Miss have moved to their new home
recently completed.
Imogene Wigginton.
Young People's group of the
Communion services were held
at the three churches here Sun- Cumberland Presbyterian church
day, the pastors, Rev. Ray Wig- met at the home of Miss Betty
ginton officiating at the Cumber- Jean Burton Thursday night.
land Presbyterian church Rev. Mrs. Euclid Quertermous and
4
Holland Thomas at the Baptist Mrs. Jim Blackburn are spon.,sors.
and Rev. Charles Bunee, pastor
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge and daughof Kentucky Avenue Presbyterter, Carrie, spent last week
visian church, Paducah, had charge
of the services at the First Pres- iting relatives in Paris, Tenn.
" Mrs. Lewis Baker and
We invite ycu to see our wide range
J. L.
byterian church Sunday afternoon at four o'clock, with one
of winter underwear and nightwear for
addition to the church, Billy
men,
women
and children. Come in
Travis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Moss
today!
Travis.
V Mr. and Mrs. Neal Hunley spent
Buy Now At These Low Prices!
the week-end in the Blue Grass
region of Kentucky, visiting her
parents and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. William Purcell,
Detroit, are visiting her mother,
Mrs. Julia Traylor and other relatives here.

SAVE FUEL

and

BE WARM

flc?iONHEA

Exclusive ?Hafer Pilot

I

ELDRED HWDE. CO.

'PREPARE NOW

or

Abet'd
Wea
tli
er
Cold

AT PRICES

0 FIT YOUR BUDGET

OLD FASHIONED

For Mayor:
K. R. CUMMINS

CARLOAD

For Councilmen:
HOWARD STONE
J. T. BECK
L. D. ELDER
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H. Perryman, held et the halm of
his son, in Crayne, Monday afternoon. Mr. Perryman had been
critically ill for several weeks
prior to his death in the Crittenden County hospital Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge
and Mrs. Charles Baker were in
Evaneville Wednesday of last
week shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Freeman, of St. Louis, spent the weeken.i with his mother, Mrs. Docia

R. C. GARRETT
EUELL SWEENEY
GEORGE DENHAM

SALE
SUITES
BEDROOM

Shirts & Shorts

69c

Boys' Sizes

Heavyweight cotton. Wing
sleeve shirt, .nid-length
shorts; elastic waist. Cream
color. 6 to 12.

Easy-To-Launder Cotton . . .

IMMURE Electric Range
that has just arrived! Come in and see it!
See the smooth -flowing lines, the rounded
corners, the gleaming chrome AND—all
the new exclusive features to help you
prepare meals easier, better, faster!

* Poster Suites
* Modern Suites
• Mahogany Suites
" Walnut Suites
• Blonde Suites
• 18th Century Suites

%kW

EVERY
KIND
YOU
CAN IMAGINE

AND

A/arm ankle length style with long sleeves, carefully
nade with button front. Ecru. Buy now and Save!

Pajamas
Sizes A-B-C-D

FOR ONLY
$10.00

Speedy New Radiantube
Surface Units

AN INNERSPRING

MATTRESS

Fastest cooking units in Frigidaire history!
Designed to put more heat into utensils all
over—at all 5 cooking speeds—from "simmer" to "high." Cooks more evenly, faster,
with less current. And each unit tips up for
easy cleaning.

AND
fr

TO

•Large, Twin -Unit Even -Heat
Oven.
•High • Speed, smokeless -typo
Broils,.

•Cook Master Oven Clock
Control.
•New, 36-inch Fluorescent
Cooking-Top Lamp.
•New, high back -panel.
•Full -Width Storage Drawer
with silent Nylon rollers.
•Large Warming Drawer.

Kiddies'
Sleepers

THAT

$1.79
Pink or blue
nursery print
's flannelette. les •
piece; 4 to 8.

Boys'
Union
Suits

Cotton Snuggles
Pastel
shades.
Women's sizes;
Large.
Extra
large.

Women's Nightgowns
White I Tearose

79c

Matching Vests
Knit rayon
straps and binding. Sm. med.
lge.

79c

$1.98
Soft, velvelette . . . with
braid trim. Straight cut
yoke style with long sleeves.
Extra sizes.

1.49
'nib knit coton ... Ankle
ngth; short
leeve. 24-38.

AT

Mociol Shown RM-65

$31.00 Down
Cash Price — $309.75
Other Models from $189.75

8 New Frigidaire Electric Ranges to
choose from. Come in. See them ail!

McCONNELL ELECTRIC
205 W Market

MATCH

SELLS FROM
OUR REGULAR STOCK

All These and Many Other Features
• All-Porcelain inside and out.
• New 6-60 Time-Signal,
times accurately from I to 6
minutes—or to a full hour.

BOX SPRING

$2.98

Coat style . . . with drawstring waist; fully cut for
freedom- Choice of attractive patterns.

WITH EACH SUITE

WE ARE GIVING

$1.98

Sizes 36-46

YES! A FULL CAR
WHICH INCLUDES

Faster than ever and more beautiful than
ever—that's the new Frigidaire Electric Range

Men's Union Suits

$149.50 up

$79.00
FOR JUST
$10.00

Jordan
2091
CO.
Phone

Lace Lovely

Think Of This - - - The
Mattress & Box Spring

FURNITURE CO.
in
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Boys' Middy
Pajamas
Budget Pric,ed

Wide lace trim top and
bottom. adds a rich
touch to the soft luxurious
feel of this fine rayon multifilament crepe slip. Straight
cut skirt and adjustable
straps. Choose it in white or
pink. Sizes 32 to 90. Style E.

Women's Pajamas
Tearose--Blue

$2.98
2-piece butcher boy style in
ruffled or fringed neckline
and pocket.

$3.98

$1.98

Bold-striped flannelette that
boys love- Two-button pants
with elastic back. Sixes 0-10
rs

. .ngelha

t,

PRINCETON, 7 V.
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Child's Pre-School
Training Al Home

^
By David Taylor llaa,
Parents are responsible for
guiding junior's early learning experiences. In the day-to-day living before school, opportunities
must be provided a child to desselop a strong healthy body, an
alert inquiring mind, enjoyment

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
oa the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belehy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today --there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablates. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

of friends of his own, increashh;
Independence in thinking and action, and a sense of well-being in
living. The patterns which to
established during the years b,
fore six Will have an importal,;
bearing on the way a child find
his place in a school situation.
That is what Bess Goodykoont.
director, Division Of Elemental
Education, says in a foreword t,
the recently published pamphlet
of the U. S. Office of Education,
"Preparing Your Child F I
School." (Pamphlet No. 108)
This little volume answers such
questions as "When Is A Child
Ready For School?" "What Does
The School Expect?" "How Can
The Home Help A Child Make
A Good School Adjustment?" and
"How Can Home And School
Work Together?"
When is a child ready for
school? The answer lies in Junior's development, in his strong
and weak points. And, says the
Office of Education, it is not fair
to decide this by comparing him
with neighbors' or friends' children.
It is important to take into account the kind of experiences he
has had before going off to
school, as well as to know what
kind of a child he is, that is,

A Pause To Refresh
Is Part Of The Game

Ky. Farm News

FORD AND UNION Abiass ON CONTRACT:. Walter P. Reuther (left), president of the CIO
United Auto Workers, and John S. Bugas, Ford Vice-president in charge of industrial relations,
shake hands at Detroit after signing a contract calling for a company-financed pension-that pays $100
monthly, including social security, to Ford workers over 65. At left foreground is Ken Bannon, National UAW Ford director, and at right is Mel Lindquist, Ford manager of industrial relations.
The negotiators stayed in session nearly 35 hours in reaching the agreement.(AP Wirephoto) ,
how he has been growing. For
ample, junior may be well-developed physically, yet be quite
immature in getting on with other children. A 6-year-old may be
as advanced as a 7-year-old in
language, yet so clumsy in using
tools or drawing that a 4-yearold could surpass him.
Growing up is a two-way process demanding adjustments on
the part of the chitcl and his parent all along the way. Long before the time arrives to send junior to school there will be opportunities for him to have experiences through which he will
gradually learn to guide his' own
actions. He may go to a playmate's home for an afternoon, to
grandmother's for a little vacation, or stay with a friend while
Daddy and Mother are away on a
trip. These and similar experien-

Princeton Motor
Sales
Dawson Road
•

Buick Sales &
Service
We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks—

B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge
Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
some) UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA COLA COMPANY ST
Hopkinsville Coca-Cola Bottling Company
1949, The Coco-Colo Cowpony

Call 2408 to Get Your
Car and Delivery

BRING YOUR NEW CORN
AND SOYBEANS—
NEW SHELLER IN OPERATION

You Do Not Have
To Shovel
Day Phone 2071

Night Phone 3356

ces, meeting new people, being
in strange places, and learning
to get along without his parents
are important to his growing before his fifth or sixth birhday has
rolled around.
What does the school expect?
Not much from junior. There is
no expectation that he will know
his ABC's or be able to count to
10. He needn't know how to read.
fie goes te school to learn how.
There may be a few children
who are ready for reading early
in the first grade, but the majority need to have experiences of
many kinds to build sufficient
background with words and
their meanings. If children are
forced to try to read before they
are ready, they may even develop a, distaste for reading,
which may affect their desire to
learn and retard other progress
throughout school.
Learning is a step by step process according to the child's own
readines sto mature and organize
his impressions of the world. The
experiences which junior is offered all the way from birth to
his fifth or sixth year and his relationships with others are tremendously important in determining the progress he makes.
Good sound preparation for
school is found in reperated
chances to grow up in body and
Spirit under parental guidance
Parents need have no fear that
their child will do poorly in
school if the planning for growth
allows opportunities to explore,
grow in independence, and learn
about the world.
It is really "at a parent's knee"
that children begin to get ready
for school. Parents may have no
conscious thought of school as
they gradually drop off doing
for the child so that he may do
more for himself. Nevertheless,
they are encouraging the child
to learn by what they do or do
not do for him. And the child who
takes an active part in family life
is more likely to cope with situations outside the family than is
one who has never helped.
Parents can help a child grow
in independence through allowling time and opportunity for
him to carry responsibility for
such simple things as: dressing
and undressing himself; hanging
up his wraps; caring for his toileting needs; putting his toys and
personal possessions away; helping in simple family chores; going on errands; answering the
telephone; meeting visitors in
the home; and entering into the
table conversation.
Living in a family circle, a child
absorbs many things. He will notice, for example, that adults
cover their mouths when coughing, use handkerchiefs, and keep
things out of their mouths. These
are important health lessons to
be practiced before junior enters a group.
A child who knows there is no
place like home finds school a
good place, too. He can leave his
parents and go into the new experience confidently; he can jut
his full attention on the tasks
ahead. The child who is uncertain of the love of his parents,
who is unhappy at home, is
torn within and can give only a
part of his attention to his
school work.
NEWLYWED NOTE
It's bad form to sneak away
from the wedding reception, advises a bride's magazine. You
must give the guests their traditional chance to throw rice, confetti, and old shoes, they claim.

See

MIKE&IKE
FIGHT TO A
FINISH
NOW
IKE
LANDS
A
RIGHT i

OVERCOMES LEAF DISEASE
For the ninth successive year,
Maurice Burris of Lewis county
harvested a crop of Burley on the
same land, where nine years ago
wilt was a serious problem. Siam
that time, his crops have doubled, and for the past three or
four years he has produced 2,000 pounds an acre. This year he
grew F-17-46. Burris uses a cover
crop of vetch along with manure
and commercial fertilizer, says
County Agent Raymond E. Nute.
He also treats his beds with
bluestone and lime for the control of wildfire and rust.

George Thompson ,,f I)avieg
county is building a trench silo
which will hold about 300 tons
of feed.
Due to the work uf the homemakers clubs,in Meade county, 45
mail boxes have been reset on
good poSts, 58'boxes painted and
names stenciled, and 34 barns
named.
On the Kalarama Farm in
Washington county, 10 acres of
alfalfa seeded on limed and
phosphated land in 1948 yielded
49 tons of hay this year.
F. W. Rickard of Clark county
has a new tobacco barn with fivefoot tiers, sliding doors permitting. half of the side of the barn
to open for ventilation.
Several farmers in Carroll
county used Sudan grass for a
summer pasture, all reporting
that milk production was thereby
increased.
More than 800 aluminum trays
have been made by Warren county homemakers.
Almost 100 per cent of the tobacco acreage in Marshall county
will be seeded to cover crops, excent where strawberries will be
set in the spring.
Through the Logan County
Farm Bureau, 87 farmers bought
440 coke stoves; 145 farmers
bought 247 tons of coke.
About 75 barns in Madison
County have been improved this
year by increasing from two to
four times the size of the sidedoor ventilators.
Mason county homemakers estimated they saved more than $41,000 by using clothing information
they learned this year.
In McCreary county, 3,400

out 150 trees of the

Geed Methods Bring
Paying Fruit Crops
B. N. Hail is, of Turkey

Phone 2071

MEMORIALS

pounds of Ky. 31 fescue have been
seeded in the peat 12 months, Albert Hickman seeding 600 pounds
C. K. Horton of Carter county
has built a labor-saving beef-cattle barn, plans for which were obtained from' his county agent.

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Dial 2063
Princeton, Ky.

Prescriptions
Phone 2075

000 DRUG STORE
Tam M HENRY I. TAYLOR, ABC Network, .o.e,y Uod

SET and IIFAR
OLSEN 111111144 JOINSON'S
FIREBALL FIN.FOR-ALL
@way Thursday on Unman

part

every street scene—something
day.
I you seeofevery
T'S

Car owners in three different price classes
—all happy about the same thing.
One of them drives a new Buick SPECIAL,
which you see poking forth its new,bold-look
forefront at the left of our picture.
Another will tell you there's nothing like
the SUPER'S "happy medium" of size and
comfort, power and easy handling,style and
standing.
And if you're looking for prestige, where is
your money going-to buy so much as in that
handsome 18-footer, the ROADMASTER,With
its 150-hp performance and really royal
bearing?

But all these good folks get together on this:
There's no ride quite so soft and cushiony
as the Buick ride, whatever the size and
series.There's no power quite so satisfyingly
lively as Buick's high-compression, high.
pressure Fireball power.
Above all, there's no "buy" like a Buick—
no car that gives you such a rich dollar's
worth of smartness, handling, comfort and
liveliness for every dollar you pay.
So why not look the whole line over? Your
Buick dealer has theic grand travel•mates
in a baker's dozen of different body types
and sizes. Start your shopping in his showroom—and you'll find that even on deliverY
he has exactly what you want.

BUICK alone has all these,features
serve •

Silk smooth DYNAFLOW
FUSS. VIEW VISION front enlarged glass area • SWING -EASY DOORS and easy
access • "UVING SPACE" INTERIORS with Deep. Cradle cUth10.1. • li"Mnt riding OUADIMEX
COIL SPRINGING • lively
FORESAIL STRAIGHT-EIGHT sows ..th SEE-SETTING VALVE LIFTERS (Dynoilow Model,) Woo
MOUNTINGS • low prouurs Sr.. on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • Dotobh • Duly VIIIMPOIRTS •
DilltEX 1144111,1ft Mb 00
conflating mh • 800Y IT RaHla
•Domkni on tOADMAS Irk optocoot oP emu cod on SUPER ssd mast
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PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
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Scryice of the University of Kentucky, cites his own records to
alnhde
eujt
show what can be done in fruit
His records show
that
production when good methods the
spraying,
Tr:pr
e utd inc
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idifiag
eaied
are practiced.
cost less an $50 a year.
In 1947, he followed a spray'
schedule on his apple orchard of
Ad
150 trees and had a profit of $2,200. The following year no spraying was done, and only $400
worth of apPles was sold. This
year, he again carried out a
spraying program, and also apfor
plied five pounds of nitrate of
tree.
To
date,
his
every
soda to
• GOOD QUALITY
Income is above any, previous
year, and it is expected to reach • GOOD
WORKMANSHIP
$3,000. All apples sold for $2 a
bushel, buyers bringing their own °GOOD VALUE
baskets.
Fifteen years ago, Mr. Harris to IN GOOD TASTE

AT OUR STORE

Princeton Mills

Golden n,

Beauty

Phone 2408

e,.
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II you suffer from 8-VITAMIN DEFICIENCY symptoms like

"NERVES"
UNDERWEIGHT
CONSTIPATION WEAKNESS
A great nei? formula combining 8-VITAMINS with IRON
p;(irnises new help for you!

Iron is important in helping
the body build up

POLAROID
ZweiCAMERA

WITH A

RICH,RED BLOOD
Lots of people who are apparently in good
health—who have no diseases, no infections
in their body—still cannot seem to toe the
maik, cannot pull themselves out of a nervous, overfatigued "out-on-your-feet" slump.
Such a condition may be due to the simple
fact that you do not get enough ft-vitamins
and Iron in your food.
Of course, your condition may be due to
some other cause, so it is wise to consult your
doctor. But if mild Vitamin B and Iron deficiencies are the origin of your miseries, then
BEXEL SPLcIAL Folu,tuLa may do wonders for
you!
OLDER PEOPLE often eat a diet which is
deficient in ft-vitamins and Iron. To them,
BEXEL SPECIAL FORMULA—just one capsule a
day—may be a special blessing. Bezel is easy
to take—and costs only six cents a day.

(c..€

crreafi

Think of the fun you can have with
a camera that gives you the finished
picture in a minute!Show your guests
their pictures while the party is still
going on. Make sure you've got oncein-a-lifetime vacation scenes, weddings, family gatherings. Only the
Polaroid Camera lets you see your
pictures as you take them — at the
very moment they mean the most.

Just one Bexel capsule contains
5 TIMES the minimum daily
requirement of IRON
Also 5 times the minimum daily requirement of Vitamin B, and 2/
1
2times of B,

Permanent pictures.
from a guaranteed camera
. . in 60 seconds.

ASK YOUR OWN DOCTOR ABOUT THE VALUE OF THIS FORMULA!
Each capsule contains:
Thiamine Hydrochloride (eo• • • 5.gmk
Riboflavin (B2)
5 mains.
Pyridoxine Hydrochloride(84) 1 5 ottilm,
Niacinamide
50 mgins.
Calcium Pantothenat•
10 maim

Choline Dihydrogen Citrate,
30.475 morns.
fertairaient to 12.5 mgms. CholinC
194.4 mains.
Ferrous Sulfate, dried
Whole Dried Liver*
300 mums.

Fun, Romance—Don't Sacrifice Them

5 mgms

Inositol

An Outstanding Scientific Achievement!

COMPLETELY SATISFIED
BE
MUST
BACK!
YOU
YOUR MONEY you don't
OR YOU CET
...if
better

Now the important 8-vitamins have been combined with

IRON! LIVER!* MUNE! INOSITOL!

ndition has been
Special For- feel
Start taking Besel
away.fewdWayemx:trikoe think yourimproved ...we will
definitely
refungwearmt
ouslyastgushtt
self in i a change is.
n yKoecurpmill notice a
yoe
vitamins-or
an•..how Geo
taking these
more. mote
capsules for 30 days that you wrone
agree
it you don't

Got them di... get their benefits...in the now

Absolutely Harmless...Non HabitForming...Guaranteed... Bexel SpeB-COMPLEX CAPSULES SPECIAL FORMULA
BEXEL SPECIAL FORMULA is not intended as a cure. It is a

"Betel Stadia Formula
helped vox resume an active social life asaio. I'm
rains steeds with a weedaful man now and St*
Is beautiful."
NVEL Y1.1 7.ITWA

2154 13min Street
Bios-Attn. N.Y.

Everybody knows the importance of
B-vitamins, and eveiybody knows the
importance of Iron in your diet to
help your body maintain elm. RED
BLOOD. Yes! Regardless of whether
you've been taking other vitamin preparations, Beset, a new scientific combination of B-vitamins and Iron, may
be the answer to your problem. Try it
-- with • money-back guarantee.

You are making a needless sacrifice if
you've had to give up your friends,
your favorite sports, if you limp along
in your job, always feeling weak and
fagged out ... all due to the insufficiency of B vitamins and Iron in your
diet. Start taking BBXEL. Seecist FORMULA. It may be exactly what you need
to pep you up, make you bright-eyed
and cheerful again.

-It's • pleasure to have
the energy to no bowline
with the tans again these
ewe:nines . . thanks to
Haod Special Fornsula.
I've Insisted that my
wife sem Coking it Once
she's been letting to
Maned tmt lately."
•1111111,1, 571.1N1.01.1

3112 Nostrand Ave.
N.Y. C,

dietary supplement to help guard against B-vitamin and Iron
deficiency in the diet. One capstfie contains 5 times the minimum
daily requirement of Iron, 5 times the minimum daily requirement
of Vitamin B, and 2 times the minimum daily requirement of
Vitamin B,.

If you can't come in person
use this bendy mail-order coupon

5eltotilfe -Nit
TONI
Waves
Note to busy mothers! You can
give your daughter the softest,
prettiest, most natural-looking
curls you ever saw with TONI. It's
easy as rolling her hair up
on curlers, but the wave stays
in for months — so you'll
be free of the daily curling routine.

cial Formula contains the important Bvitamins and Iron. Also Liver*, Choline
and Inositol. All in one easy-to-take,
safety-sealed capsule.This is the way many
doctors prescribe vitamins because capsules help guard against loss of potency or
effectiveness. YOU JUST TAKE ONE A DAY...
ANY TIME OP THE DAY.

•In supplementary quantities.

STORE NAME AND
ADDRESS GOES HERE
bottles of Bexel Special Formula, each conPlease send me
taining 100 capsules (more than 14 year's supply) at $5.95
bottle.
NAME...
ADDRESS
CITY

CTAT

Now! New!

r

ejti HOME PERMANENT

Deluxe Kit with Professional

Ode
•now and different
•perfume that lasts all day
•economical to use
•will not stain clothing
•apply to the skin
•body warmth brings out Outs fragrance
c 00All Prca
"Sweet Mernory--Spring Flowors"
Pius fed.
"Tropical Mght---Spky and Intriguing"
Tax
Enchantment"
and
"Persuasion—APure
linger),
to
(perfumed
Cologne
mini);
Body Powder (soft on
to match $1.00

SHAMPOO

,I,
ASTHMA KF:j\nr
,
Nsibulisitir and Inhalant
Solution
A modem method that gives
quick relief from the spasms
of uncomplicated Bronchial
Asthma. Simple, pleasant to
use...economical. Backed by
your druggist with unconditional refund agreement.
Ask for it by name at

4levf Women,/
PRELI....you'll
always buy PRELLI

once you try

dosilrolf
oosiolitly
lf
asekke
le
mos000l
II
• .tosior

Itootoros
lostroos

25c, 49c
and 75c tubes

Home Permanents made easier,
Here's why:The new TONI Professional Plastic Curlers are big
(50% tnore curling surf ice).

They're round, for easier winding,smoother curl.They're ribbed
so your hair won't slip. They're
re usable, to save you money!

New Deluxe Kit $2

Refill Ka. without curlers
Regular Kit, fiber curlers

with plastic curlers

001)DRUG STO

51 00
$1 25

All pnces plus lac

PHONE 2075

Cards Depend On
'46 Series Hullers

t ti.Isr

r URGES BEER FOR TOMATOES

Pipeline News

•,re eri:
Main 114t.ili in a COIdlIdel and di)
lIsle
off remaining drops of water on
Low, iii tois.til,,o, W. D. Cox
an absorbent paper towel.
has been nopattalized for a hip ii
ni H. McGill
By Hai
reteived September H. He
jury
St. Louis — (iP) — Three pitch- son.
is under care of Dr. B. K. Amos.
They are Harry'Brecheen, ,Red
ers who carried the Cardinals to
William Spurlin Moore wr
their last world championship in Munger and Howard Pollet.
operated On for appendicitis
Brecheen won three decisions Princeton Hospital September 2,
1946 against the Boston Red Sox
in the 1946 set, which went the by Dr. Fran,k T. Linton.
have shouldered most of the burfull seven games. He started and
den during the hectic 1949 sea- won two games and was the winDOGGY FASHION
ner in relief in the final contest.
Dog leash belts and hat bands
He became the only southpaw in are high style news among the
history to cop three decisions in younger set. Casual sports coats.
one World Series.
in her fall and winter collection
Munger was the winner in the of tweed or camel's hair,
fourth game the birds took from shown with narrow leash belts,!
the Redhouse. Pollet started twO complete with chain. A smart
CALL 61
games, but lost a tough ten-inn- girl may buy an ordinary lea
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Complete Insurance Serves
ing decision in one and was bat- at a pet supply shop, and maLrn
111 W. Market fit.
ted out in the first inning of the her own, to perk up last year's
other.
'outfits.
This trio, plus Al Brazel, the anone
enjoyed
of their best seasons. Al was used
gular southpaw, have
in relief in one of the 1946 contests.
Tubby Ted Wilks, who pitched
one inning in relief in the Series
against the Red Sox, probably
was the best relief pitcher in the
National League in 1949. Gerry CONFER ON TOKYO ROSE VERDICT:. Mrs. Iva Toguri D'AqpiStaley, another top-flight reliev- no (Tokyo Rose) confers with her attorneys in San Francisco imer, joined the Cards last year.
mediately after being found guilty on one of eight counts of treason,
CANDIES
Max Lanier and Fred Martin that of making a broadcast concerning the loss of American ships.
who jumped to the Mexican Her attorneys are (left to right), George Olshausen, Wayne Collins
Exclusive
League and missed out on the 1946 and Theodore Tanba. The federal court jury brought in the verseries, rejoicned the club in July dict after four days' deliberation. She is to be sentenced today. (AP
at
and have helped immeasurably. Wirephoto)
The only Card twirler who figured in the 1946 Series who is no
AGE OF WISDOM
longer with the team is little Mur- Futurist Art Goes
Chicago — A survey of 1,000
ry Dickson, who was sold to the Right To The
Head
Pittsburgh Pirates last winter.
career
girls by the State Street
y Dorothy Roe
New York — (IF) — Looking Council asked, among other
HOPKINSVILLE
The ,golden rod is the state
things, when they expected to
ahead to the rocket age, Lilly achieve success. One young
flower of Nebraska.
Dache presents "futurist fash- woman figured she would reach
ions" for 1950.
that happy station in life at the
Hats that would be equally at age of 35 or 40. She added:
"You. have to be that old to
home on a stratocruiser or at a
Broadway first night are featured begin to know what you know."
together with a new idea bound wear are her new coronets
and
for wide acceptance by theater- tiaras of'lacquered human hair,
goers and riders in open cars. This and her sweeping angled hats
is a "face net", which covers the which clasp the back
of the head
hair, shadows the eyes and is and jut forward in swirls or anworn beneath the hat. When a gles which manage somehow
to
lady is asked to remove her hat look exactly right.
in the theater, explains Lilly, she
reveals- a perfect coiffure held
Diamonds, coal and graphite
sungly in place by the "face net", are all forms of pure carbon.
AUTUMN 15 THE TIME TO PAPER
which often has a small jewel or
flower decoration of its own, for
decorative effect.
Girls who like to ride in conDrop by and see the
vertibles with the top down also
will find the new net a boon, not
many beautiful patonly to comfort but also to alterns of wallpaper we
lure. It avoids the usual "burst
mattress" look of windblown hair
have in stock. You'll
and gives a sleek, well-groomed
be surprised how ecoand strictly sophisticated air to
nomically you can rethe wearer.
,
Mme. Dache likes little evening
paper with paper
hats perhaps a yard or so of
from.. Stegers... All
perpendicular feather. It's fun,
points out the designer, to wear
paper trimmed FREE.
one of these towering creations to
the theater, observe the conster121
/
2c a roll and up
nation of the people in back of
you and note their relief when
you remove it to reveal the flattering and unobtrusive net beneath.
Also adapted to interplanetary
I BLOCK NORTH OL BUTLER HIGH

FIRE
INSURANCE

i

I
1.
— if
,z,cu aren't doing so well; give
,11 beef broth and stout beer.
.111110 said he found the comb',
nation was a wonderful pick-meup when his tomatoes showed
anemic signs recently.
"The result," he said, "is simply amazing. A bumper crop on
a dozen bottles of stout and half
as much beef broth. And the flav,
or is greatly improved."
A. Simmonds, secretary of the
Royal Horticultural Society, took
a show-me attitude. "I think the
water content of the broth and
beer contributes largely to the
successful •crop," he said.

flefrimond has rr
n is nothiro:
31,, 803

NOW SHOWING

itI
But this on,
is not devoted

OUTLAW MEN...and BEASTS
IN THE UNTAMED„
WEST 4//

BOUNCES INTO HOSPITAL
Washington — (IF) — Two-yearold Mildred Jones bounced happily on her bed.
She bounced too hard—right
through an open second-story
window. She was taken to a hospital with a fractured skull.

city in tl"
world's at!'
eons to get

steel, to the
shipping
It's dechi
'
: this
.
,:rd it is called
Its aim is to ;
play for all of I
v neighbor
ounds are :Pri
just a lot

George BRENT
Ann BLYTII• Howard D
Edgar Buchanan • Gial Wills

Nine-tenths of the big game
animals in the United States are
deer.

urr

„

Plus These Added Treats!
COMEDY - "MISS IN A M:tEiSiS
oI
'.'n 0‘1, NI 1%,
MIGHTY MOUSE COMIC

MAJOR-DRAY

2 ACTION

"The Complete Drug Store"

GLAMORIZE

HITS!
sod the thunder
of hoofbeats
straight from the

YOUR
HOME

DRESS UP YOUR HOME FOR WINTER

SANDER

Wall Paper

FOR

RENT

ALTON 14.
TEA'DLETON

TILE FLOORS
$34.60
That's all that it will cost to have our level
wearing, and easily kept asphalt tile floor installed in a 10 x 12 kitchen. This includes both labor
and material.

CHOOSE FROM OUR 7,322 PAINT COLORS

It costs so little to refinish your floors like
you have wanted them
for so long by renting a floor sander and
doing the work yourself. We have a complete line of sand
paper, wood filler,
varnish, shellac, and
waxes. Sanders only

COLORIZER

$4.50

The new sensational new
development by WARREN
offers you a selection of
1,322 different colors in
either outside, flat wall,
self-gloss paints, for house
or floor enamel. With
colorizer you can decorate
your home in style.

A Day

CORNER
CUPBOARDS

$3.99 gal. and up.

If phone No. 3652 will
call this office by Saturday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of Warren's Colorizer Free.

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet ..54.50
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods

lone
Wow
MARTIN LOWERY
Romeo DARRO

MYSTERIOUS
DESPERADO
••••-••-•-:
•mR/DIARD MARTIN
MARIORN LORD

Beautify your dining
room with one of our
corner cupboards. .
These are colonial reproductions which any
home would be proud

ALSO.

CHAPTER 7 "BATMAN AND ROBIN -

SUN. & MON.,OCT. 9-10Here is a masterpiece in sterling
silver — Gorham Buttercup,
the exquisite floral pattern that
whispers of Victorian
romance. Come in and let us
show you this charming
Gorham Sterling.
$25.00 per Place Setting
Including Tax

WINSTEAD'S
Jewelers
Join Our Sterling Silver Club
$1.00 per week

PRICED
WITH THE
LOWEST!

ILONA MASSEY • ADRIAN BOOTH
Added.
Walt Disney Comic
Joe Doaks Comedy
Musical Short
World News

CE
HYDRA

Features
Dodge "Job-Rated" Chassis
CLUTCHES. Large frictional
• SUPER -FRICTION
smooth action and
amts. "Job-Rated" for
long life.
SYNCHRO-SHIFT TRANSRUGGED 3-, 4- Or S-SPEED
Carbur•
IRISSIONS—"Job-Rated- for the load.
shafts; antifriction
ized gears; heat-t rested
•
bearings throughout.
Hypoid deign;
• 111114lOATING REAR AXLES
for
-Rated"
"Job
banjo-type housing . . . upkeep cost. •
the load. Long life ...low
LININGS (no rivets) pro• CYCIIIIONOID BRAKE
long brake life.
. Sharp turning
• CROSS-TYPE STEERING . .simplified
parking.
angle;easier handling...
Outside the
.
.
.
TANKS
GAS
• SAFETY-LOCATED
cab, NOT inside!
* * *
GEARSHIFT . . Standard
NEW STEERING COLUMN !).s- and 1-ton Models
equipment on 1-2-,
. • . provides
with 3-speed transmissions
unobstructed floor
more
handling,
easier
operation.
space, greater safety of
under the center
...
RIAU
HAND
"RIGHT-SPOT"
where you want it.
of the cowl . . . right and 1-ton models.
%Standard on all
space; easier
Provides unobstnicted floordoor.
passage through either cab

Dodge "Job-Rated" Engine
Features!
• FAMOUS DODGE [HEAD TRUCK ENGINES...
"Job-Rated" for your loads; save gas, oil.
• COMPLETELY SPLASH- AND DUST-PROOF
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM ... with high-output generator. Resistor-type spark plugs, and high output
coil, insure amazingly smooth engine operation;
longer plug life.
.EXHAUST VALVE SEAT INSERTS . . resist
wear and pitting; reduce valve grinding.
• REPLACEABLE PREFITTED MAIN BEARINGS...
reduce maintenance costs.
• FULL-PRESSURE LUBRICATION . . positive
pressure to main, coonecting rod and camshaft
bearings and camshaft drive, prolongs engine life.
• FULL-LENGTH CYLINDER COOLING .. 4-RING
ALUMINUM ALLOY PISTONS . . OIL-BATH AIR
CLEANER and many other money saving features!
ON BASIC CHASSIS MOOLLS, NAHOING
FROM 4,210 TO 23,0011 LBS., O.V.W.

These New B-2 Series Dodge "Job-Rated" Trucks . . . Feature
for Feature, Price for Price, Value for Value—with any other trucks!
They're More-for-Your-Money . . Any Way You Look at Them!
See Your Dodge Dealer ... and Save Money!

C

OMPARE

TRADE-IN

ALLOWANCE

ON

YOUR

$39.99
S. JEFFERSON

••••••••"•••••irMatem-..-.

PRESENT

TRUCK

HIS DARING WAS A
CHALLENGE TO A NATION!

RICHARD

GREENE
HELENA CARTER
PATRICIA ?arms*

Plus These Laugh Treats!
C0511i
LEON ERROL COMEDY
TOM & JERKY
'''"
' """'"'"."

INGRID BERGMAN

COMING! OCT. 13-14

in Technicolor production

UNDER CAPRICORN

EXTRA EC
rCt OwN__
MA

Joy, October 6, 1949
t'ir.\tN( TRICK

Gets To Work
or Fun Corporation'
Hammond, Ind. — (AP) —
iammond has a new corporation.
a is nothing unusual for this
In the midst of one of the
i's greatest industrial seeto get a new corporation.
i;ot this one is different and
is not devoted to the making of
steel, to the refining of oil or
It's dedicated to the youngsters
of this city of more than 75,000
and it is called Lots of Fun, Inc.
Its aim is to provide a place to
play for all of the children in es"
ery neighborhood. The playgrounds are not elaborate — May•ust a lot with home-made

Dial 3211

Paoe Eleven

THE PRINCETON LEADER, Pr.INCETON, KENTUCKY
•

•

New Slipcovers Help

(

lo Reclaim Furniture

aid
it to C111
thii: , loth or
drafts. Tilt jars th,
test leaks, advice food e,s1

swings and teeter-totters on it.
These are better, the sponsors
reasoned, than to let the children
roam 'the crowded streets and
play around industrial plantar often dangerous.
No one claims the credit for the
project, but probably no one was
more important in it than James
S. DeLaurier, soft-spoken publisher of the city's only daily
newspaper, the "Hammond
Times."
The idea came from stories received from Philadelphia, where
neighbors joined to beautify their
backyards, a project called "Yardville, U. S. A."
Said DeLaurier, "If only money
were needed to make the program a success, the 'Hammond
Times' would contribute it, but
we want community participation."
They got that and lots of it —
from individuals, groups, organizations and even the children

REGULAR MEETING

8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.

tlrant county homernak. is leai ned to make slipcovers,
they found a way to reclaim a
dozen different pieces of furniture, reported Miss Gertrude Burroughs, county home furnishings
chairman, at the annual meeting
of the county homemakers association. The 118 slipcovers made
were for sewing machines, vani-

upiwt.
at.hes, soks and ta,:o ,
faa, '
•
,,“tch 100, ,
of irol
'rJ
wickisi chairs and dr,
Thirty-six women pani,:,
in preparation for alipcev
46 women rep,iiiiui PR chali,3.
/1

!111

,
Han ,

themselves, wno have helped
build the playgrounds.
No sooner had the program
IteInoves W orin s,
been announced than the headquarters were beselged with ofEasy on Layers
fers of land, equipment, money.
BIG CORN PROSPECTS
dirt, sand and labor. ,
County 'Agent Hugh Hurst of
More than $1,500 was collectr:
Pulaski county believes Grider
by teams of service clubs and
Anderson will pick at least 150
high school students in a tag dio
bushels of corn an acre, and PisThe mayor personally took ii
sibly 225 bushels. Reason: Rows
$450 in a store-to store solicitaare 19 Inches apart, with stalks
tion.
ii
every 14 to 15 inches. In a recent
The money was put into a fund.
;%;
claimed
be
UNE:
\nest
bomber,
The
the Neptune
visit to the field, Hurst saw a
to pay the cbst of insurance proHere's the tablet wormer that
won't knock egg production!
tection for the public and for able to carry an atom bomb, takes off the Carrier Midway at sea off Norfolk with Defense Secretary good-sized ear on nearly every
Dr. Salsbury's Rota-Caps, conproperty owners who have made Louis Johnson and other members of "high brass party who witnessed demonstration of Navy might stalk.
taining Rotamine—an excluvacant property available for the during week-end "cross-education" junket. Trip was to acquaint army and air force secretaries and
ingredlent—removes large
sive
generals with Navy operations. The Neptune flew from the Midway to Washington. Smoke trail is
playgrounds.
roundworms, intestinal capilin
Wirephoto)
assisting
takeoff.
jet
rockets
(AP
from
Under this plan owners have
laria worms, thoroughly, gently.
offered to Lots of Fun lots In
Rota-Caps costs
TRAGEDY DEFROSTED
areas Where playgrounds are
U. K. Enrollment
little — preferred
Washington — (AP) — Mrs.
needed. Under these leases, for
by poultrymen who
Reaches 7,500 Mark
Richard Mason read a newspaper
which Lots of Fun pays nothing,
know. Ask for genEnrollment for the University item about a California boy who Aoid Ligon -frock Line
t 'ae Rota-Caps.
the property owner has the right
Contact
of Kentucky's fall semester last was smothered to death in an old
to demand the return of his land
WOOD DRUG STORE
week had surpassed the 7,500 ice box,
as it was when he turned it over
PRINCETON, KY.
still
redays
several
with
mark
When
two
little
girls
in
her
to Lots of Fun.
maining for part-time students to neighborhood, Margaret Gorman,
The typical playground has a
basketball backboard or two, Dr. W. D. Nicholls, head of.,,die enroll in night classes conducted 5, and Cheryl Sumption, 4, turnswings, teeter boards, sand boxes Department of Farm Economics by the Extension Department. To- ed up missing, the remembered
of the Kentucky Experiment Sta- tal enrollment as announced by an old ice box abandoned on a
and horseshoe pits.
There were many sore backs tion, recently returned from a Dr. Lee Sprowles, registrar, was lot 'behind their homes.
She ran and opened it. The
and blistered hands on business- four-week stay in England. Near- 7,503, of which 6,935 are attendmen: firemen, junior chamber of ly all of that period was spent ing classes on the Lexington children were inside, unconcommerce members, and all men on farms in rePresentative areas campus, 346 at the Northern Ex- scious. A fireman who lives in
of some neighborhoods before in various parts of England and tension Center in Covington, and the same block revived them.
the playgrounds were complete. in the homes of practical operat- 222 at the College of Pharmacy,
Now there are 16 close to home ing farmers and livestock breed- Louisville.
Farmer Grows 10 Crops
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
playgrounds and next year Lots ers. In this way Dr. Nicholls was
Of Corn On Same Land
able
to
make
an
intensive firstof Fun, Inc., will make plans for
C.
E.
Powell
of
Marshall
counhand study of the setup and manup your dead stock promptly, free of charge
perhaps as high as 100.
ty has grown corn on the same
agement of English farms. In
land
for
10
successive years, this
connection with his studies he oband on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
year's crop being estimated at 80
served the community and instibushels to the acre. Graham Wiltutional life of the people.
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
kins, county soils assistant, exBy Dorothy Roe
English farming is of particular
The gal who tends to her knit- plained that Mr. Powell planted
interest to Kentucky farmers at
this time because grassland is the ting this winter can turn out a soybeans with the corn each year,
main basis of farming there just wardrobe worthy of the country's turning in hogs after the corn is
harvested. He also sows an anas it is rapidly becoming through- top designing talent.
We pay all phone charges.
No longer must needlework nual cover crop.
out Kentucky. Grass on an average English acre fattens a large fans stick to classic sweaters or
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698
The Capitol Building in Washsteer and a ewe and her lamb. Of socks or mittens. Nowadays she
special interest to the farmer is may choose high-style designs ington, D. C., covers about three
the high quality of the livestock. and knit herself right into the and a half acres.
English people have played a ranks of the best-dressed.
Audrea of Hollywood, widely
leading role in the development
of livestock as is evidenced by the known as a designer for movie
fact that of the 20 improved stars, has turned out a small colmodern breeds of cattle, sheep, lection of hand-knit casual
hogs and farm horses all but six clothes which can be copied by
any smart knitter in the country.
originated in Britain.
One of the high lignts in Dr. Designs and instructions for makNicholl' observations in England ing them are available in a bookwas an inspection tour in which let sold at needlework departhe accompanied a group of 30 del- ments of stores throughout the
egates, representing most of the country.
Highlights of the new knit
English counties, who were conducted over the Rothamstear Ex- fashions include such conture
periment Station farm. Here he touches as a bold use of geometsaw the experimental acreages ric patterns, dramatic color conand crop yield tests which were trast and an undeviating use of
established by Sir John Laws the easy stockinette stitch.
106 years ago and which have
The suit 9f the series i4 4
been carried on continuously Sporty model. The rib-knit skirt
since then. Besides these experi- has a tweedy look because it is
mental plots the group also vis- made of a color-flecked yarn. The
ited the Laws and Gilbert labor- jacket is a brilliant red, longatories in the Laws ancestral bar- sleeved and collarless. Buttons
onial mansion, which was built are used to decorate sleeves and
nearly 500 years ago.
pocket flaps which also are
Phone 2819
These studies of Dr. Nicholls trimmed by a crochet banding in
were made possible by arrange- black, used also to pipe the jackment of the English National et edge.
A gray suit sweater has a block
pattern in daffodil yellow and
white, accentuating the squareshouldered look.
Included also in the group is a
one-piece dress with a two-piece
Look, combining a pearl gray
bodice and a royal blue skirt. A
deep V-neckline is underscored
by a vivid royal blue chevron,
reaching from a point at the natural waistline up and across the
yoke section.

ROIA-CAPS

Clipper,

U. K. Farm Head

Spends Four Weeks
On English Farms

Dead Stock
WANTED

Hits Knits For
Needlework Fans

LET US TRADE!

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Ble

We have brand new 15-inch Ford and Chevrolet wheels with A-1 Tire and Tube, mounted

with exchange for your tire, tube and wheel for

$10.50 each

GENERAL ELECTRIC
1949 TANK-TYPE CLEANER

No other low-priced car
offers you all these EXTRA VALUES

CENTER-POINT
STEERING

WORLD'S CHAMPION
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

CERTI-SAFE
HYDRAULIC BRAKES

FISHER BODY
STYLING AND LUXURY

Chevrolet

and Chevrolet alone
offers you all these

EXTRA Values
at lowest cost!

The Stylehne De luxe 4-Door Sedan

UK LIBRARIAN RETIRES
Miss Margaret I. King, for 39
years librarian at the University
of Kentucky, had been placed on
change of duty status in accOrdance with the school's policy concerning age and length of service.' During her tenure, Miss
King built the U. K. library from
one that could be housed in a
single room to one that now contains nearly a half-million volumes 'and is recognized' as' one of
the South's largest and best. The
structure last year was named
the Margaret I. King library in
honor of Miss King's long and
distinguished period of service.
Farmers Organization of which 95
per cent of all farm operators are
members. This courtesy was
largely due to John Drinkall, a
prominent farmer and farm organization leader who two years
ago spent about three weeks at
the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station and is visiting
and studying farms in Kentucky.

LIGHTWEIGHT! ALL-METAL! POWERFUL!
Full-sized tank, with powerful, high-speed G-E motor. Beautiful, all-metal chrome-finished body glides
easily on rounded runners.
Lightweight wands do all your reaching for you.
Slip-on attachments do all cleaning and dusting jobs
from floor to ceiling.

FROM FLOOR TO CEILING!
Attachments for
• Cleaning rugs, upholstery, draperies, automobile
interiors!
• Dusting Venetian blinds, moldings, books, lampshades!
• Cleaning under and behind radiators; beds, and
furniture I
This offer Is limited to the quantity we have available.

RETAILER'S NAME
EXTRA ECONOMICAL
ro OWN—OPERATE—
MAINTAIN

CURVED WINDSHIELD
with
PANOPEAMIC VISIBILITY

FISHER
UNISTIEL BODY
CONSTRUCTION

5-INCH WIDE-BASE WHEELS LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAR
IN ITS FIELD,
plus LOW-PRESSURE
with WIDEST TREAD
TIRES

PHONE 3505

W. MARKET

They
one
like
sells

say, "There's no
with endurance
the man w ho
insurance."

That's exactly what
he needs to take care
of all the details concerned with settling a
loss quickly and favorably.

Att

C111/#11/61/4Al

COMPLETE IMSUIANCE SIltvitt
lii Wise Itaatar

We're featuring Chevrolet Super-ServiCe Specials rill

this

month—so

ALL ABOARD FOR VALUES UNLIMITED'

Sr • •

Authorized Dealer

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
VACUUM CLEANERS

Princeton Lumber Co.
Phone 3305

Princeton, Ky.

Thursday, October 6,
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Deaths & Funerals
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Winfield S. Brandon
Funeral services for Winfield
Scott Brandon, who died at his
home on Cox street Friday, Sept.
9Q, were conducted at Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church
Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 4, with
the Rev. J. F. Callender in charge,
assisted by the Rev. E. S. Denton.
Born December 18, 1880, in
Trigg County, Mr. Brandon married Miss Bertha Lester December 25, 1904. Eight children
were born. A son, Luther Earle,
died in infancy.
-

SI.1,1\ Ore arc his wife; four
Sons, Alvin Briuidon, Princeton;
Phil Brandon, Los-Animos C,olo.;
S.-Sgt N. Y. Brandon, March Air
Force Base, Riverside, Calif.;
and Robert Brandon of Detroit,
Mich.; three daughters, Mrs.
Mamiei Skinner, l'rinceSon; Mrs.
Otto CU, Denver Colo., and Mrs.
James Gorham, Nashville, Tenn.;
and seven grandchildren, Douglas Skinner, U. S. Navy; Kay and
Kenneth Scott Brandon, Donna
Mae and Larry Richard Brandon; David Otto Utt and Sara
Jean Gorham.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.'

Funeral services far Mrs. Percy
George who died in Hopkinsville,
Thursday, Sept. 29, were conduct- PIANOS: Both new and u s e d,FOR SALE: 100 small cattle,
weighing from 200 to 400 NO WAIT
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
ed at 2:30 p. m. Friday at Morpounds. Also orders taken for
WORRY
N
gan's Funeral Hume by the Rev.
Ilopk insville, Ky.
521ip
other cattle. A. E. Booth, Oak
NO REGRET
H. G. M. Haller.
ove, Ky. Phone E'dgoten
MOVINI mita
Mrs. George was a native of AUTO (11,AbiS: Sheet sattSy
12-3tc. • Agionis for CLIPPIE" Soo ling., Inc •
glass cut.and installed
Caldwell County and had made
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
clean, used can
her home the last several years
cars. Williams Texaco Service FOR SALE-For
Contact
Randolph
trucks,
see
and
with her nieces, Mrs. Randolph
Station, Corner Pluto Es main.
JAMES D MASHBURN
Motors. Ford Sales and Serv- Phone
2016
Princeton, Ky.
Brown and Mrs. Elmer Newby
Phone 557.
tic
5-1tc
We.
West Main street. She would have
been 75 years old December 20. FOR expert paint and body
FOR SALE: Used washer; used
pairs, see Randolph Motors
refrigerator. McConnell ElecHer husband preceded her in
Ford Sales and Service.
It,
13-tic.
tric Co. ,
death.
Burial was in White Sulphur
Appliances
ELECTRICAL
FOR
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
and Electrical Supplies, v:sit
Cruiser control, shift to ScottStalling and Kennedy Electric
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
Service, 124 E. Main St., Pnone
shift to reverse and forward. 4
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
/
2 h. p. with
h. p. 5 h. p. and '21
tic
shift. Williams Texaco Service
Stationnum and Main St.
DR SALE: Grade "A" raw milk
Phone 2445.
tic
from a herd of real Gurnsey

classic suit
is a smart fashion
investment because it's
always a fashion...
never a fad
You'll wear it and wear it ...
and always look well-dressed because
Printzess suits are designed as
fashions, not fads. Erry line reflects
the fluent styling, luxurious fur
and the fine fabrics that make
Printzess suits and coats such
outstanding values. Ours alone.

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsville

Vote The Straight
Citizens

An Arabian alchemist of the
tenth century named Albukassen
was the first known man to mention the distilloliou proi•ess.

Mrs. Percy George

a Printzess

Ticket

We submit for your consideration our platform. We pledge a business-like administration and in addition thereto list the major objectives
in our plan for the administration of the city business.
We will give you
1. The lowest city tax rate which will permit a workable and economical budget plan for municipal government and service; to
live within the city income; and to retire the city indebtedness as
fast as practical. We are AGAINST any form of city income tax.
2. A "friendly and courteous' police department which will efficiently enforce the law without favor; strictly enforce traffic
laws, particularly in school zones; and install needed traffic lights.
3. A city park with complete recreational facilities for all ages, if
this can be done without using any city tax money or levying any
new tax.
4. Continued support of the Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital.
5. A continued improvement in the fire department and removal
of the fire department from petty city politics.
6. Cooperation with the civic organizations in their efforts to
attract new industries to Princeton to give us a better economy.
7. The extension of city water and sewer facilities to heretofore
neglected sections of the city.

and Jersey cows. Real cream
WATCH MAKING: All makes
line. Wylie's Dairy. Dial 2381.
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
13-4tc.
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified MALE HELP WANTED: Man
watchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
with car wanted for route
Prop.
tic
work. $15 to $20 in a day. No
experience or capital required
NOTICE
Steady. Write today. Mr. Sharp,
COMMONWEALTH OF KY.
120 East Clark Street, Freeport,
Sealed bids will be received by
Illinois.
14-2tp
the Department of Highways at
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 A M. Central Stand- FOR RENT: Two furnished rooms.
210 Center St. W. E. Cunningard Time on the 7th day of October, 1949, at which time bids will
ham.
14-1tp
be publicly opened and read for
the improvement of:
We have a few small farms for
CALDWELL COUNTY, RS 17sale. Close in on good roads;
362 Princeton - Lamasco Road
possession at once. Priced to
from US 62 to the Lyon County
sell. Kelly C. Morse & Co.
Line, 4.7 miles. Reconstruction
and traffic bound surface.
Real Estate Agency. Next Door
The attention of prospective
to Orange Bldge.
14-1tp
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements, and necessity for securing certificate of Executor's Notice
eligibility, the special provisions
All persons having claims
covering subletting or assigning against the estate of Mrs. Grace
the contract and the Department's M. Brown, deceased, will present
regulation which prohibits the issuance of proposals after 4:30 P. them to me for payment on or beM. on the day preceding the open- fore October 29, properly proven;
ing of bids.
and all persons knowing themThe quantities are intended to selves indebted to the said estate
indicate the approximate volume
of the proposed work. See bid will please come forward and
form for final computed esti- pay their accounts.
G. M. Pedley,
mates. Alternate bids on bituminus surfacing types will be re- 13-3tc.
Executor.
ceived, if the Department so
elects and includes a provision
for alternates in the bid forms. TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
We now have the road to the
NOTE:
A
PURCHASE
CHARGE OF $10.00 WILL BE Hunter Cemetery graded and
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL. ready for rock. Anyone interested
REMITTANCE MUST ACCOM- in donating money to buy
i•ock
PANY REQUESTS FOR THE
PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUND for road, please see Joe H. DnrWILL NOT BE MADE FOR nell at once. Your gift will be
ANY REASONS.
highly appreciated.
Further information, bidding
Yours truly,
posals, et cetera, will be furJoe H. Darnell
14-1tp
nished upon application to the
Frankfort Office. Ihe right is reserved to reject any and all bids. NOTICE
Pleasant Grove Church ComDEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Frankfort, Kentucky
mittee will receive sealed bids
September 15, 1949
13-2tc for the sale of the old Pleasant
Grove Church building.
Livestock Market
All bids must be in the hands
Cattle was fully steady on the of the Committee by Oct. 15.
market this week in all classes.
The Committee reserves the
No drop was reported on hogs right to reject any and all bids.
and veals. Total head of live
MERL KELLER,
stock auctioned at the market
Cobb Route 1, Ky.
was 102 more than sold last
Member of Church Committee
week.
11-3tp
TOTAL HEAD
Good Quality Fat
James Heaton Enroute
Steers
$23.00
Home From Guam
Medium Quality Butcher
, James Heaton, son of Dr. and
Cattle
18.00
Mrs. W. B. Heaton, Cadiz, has
Grass Fat Steers
20.00
informed his parents that he is
Grain on Grass
enroute home from Guam, where
Steers
22.00 24.00
he has been serving with the U.
Baby Beeves
19.00 24.00
S. Army Air Force the last 16
Fat Cows
13.00 17.00
months. He will arrive in the
Canners and Cutters 9.00 13.00
United States at San Francisco,
Bulls
13.00 16.00
Calif. The Heatons are former
Stock Cattle
20.00 24.00
residents of Princeton.
Church cemetery.
Feeder Cattle
18.00 23.00
Milk Cows, per hd. 69.00 100.00
Mrs. Laura Beck
VEALS
Funeral services for Mrs. Laura Fancy Veals
28.00
Beck, who died at the home of No. 1 Veals
27.40
her son, Paul Beck, of the Fre- No. 2 Veals
24.60
donia community, last Thursday Throwouts
17.25
morning, were conducted at New HOGS
Bethel Church Saturday after- 200-230
19.00
noon by the Rev. Holland Thom 235-280
18.50
as. Mrs. Beck had been in il 285-350
18.00
health for several years.
355 and up
17.50
Other survivors are two grand- 120-155
17.30
children, Sanford Beck, Texas 160-195
17.50
and Mrs. Vivian Melton; and two Roughs, 350 lbs. and
igreat grandchildren. Her husunder
17.00
band, A. A. Beck, preceded her in Roughs, 355-450 lbs and
death several years ago.
under
16.00
Burial was in the church ceme- Roughs, 455 lbs. and ,
tery.
up
16.00

CUT MONTHLY PAYMENTS
0, THIS EASY WAY . . .
AND HAVE BUT HE
SMALL BILL TO PAY
13aDoecco.
Get the money from us to pay
scattered bills and debts. We can
probably reduce your payments
as much as one half and you
have only on* place to Lay each
month. Use our 20-monX repayment plan for lowest payments.,
Phone•or come In today.'

If you are in favor of the foregoing, vote the straight 'Citizens
Ticket" on Nov. 8, 1949.
For Mayor
CONWAY LACEY
For Councilmen
LEE CARDIN
COOPER CRIDER
HUGH BLACKBURN
WAITER H. ROGERS
WILLARD "BILL" MILSTEAD
JAMES BART GRIFFITH
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE APPRECIATED

1949

Established 1907
"Not For A Day But For All Time"
Associates
Virgil Smith

PHONE 2881
JAMES T. BOLT, MGR,.
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You're buying sight
insurance for the
whole family when
you fill the empty
sockets with proper
size light bulbs. Keep
a supply on hand.
Get yours from
your dealer Today.'
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CHAMPION BLUE RIBBON 4-H CLUB
BEEF SALE
AT ALL RED FRONT SUPER FOOD MARKETS
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Last week the Red Front buyers attended the big Tri-State 4-H Club
Beef Sale held in Evansville, Indiana, and bought 24 of the finest
Blue Ribbon Beeves offered including the Grand Champion owned
and raised by Randolph Powell of Corydon, Kentucky. This premium meat is now on sale at special prices at all Red Front Super
Food Markets.
Treat your family to a piece of the finest beef that can be rased.
SLICED PEACHES, Remarkable,
heavy syrup, 29 oz. can
LOVING OUP TEA
IA lb. pkg
LOVING CUP TEA BAGS
16's pkg
CORN, Can-D-Lite, standard, wh.
Cr. style, 20 oz. can
PENCIL COMPOSITION TABLETS
3 for
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
3 No. 300 cans
CORN, white cream style
Smart Shopper, 121,4c

2 for

TOMATO CATSUP, Mary's Choice
14 oz. bottle 15c,
2 for
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. Jar
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
25 oz. can
TOMATOES, May Day
19 os. ean

CABBAGE, Wisconsin
10 lbs.

49
19

OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
lb.
AMERICAN CHEESE, Fisher's
2 lb. box
PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest
3 large 30 oz. cans

1 1(

BLACKEVED PEAS
Brown's Valley, 19 oz. can

10(

APPLE SAUCE, White House
19 oz. can .. .

25(i
25f

29(

55
15
123(

CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted. 19 oz. can

DRAPES, Tokay
lb. ,

22/(

25(
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SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkict
2 lb. box
PEAS, Honey Dew, standard 2 sieve
Alaska, 19 oz. can
SEEDLESS RAISINS, Del Monte
15 oz. pkg. ,
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI,
Red Crow:
3 pkg"
QUAKER OATS, large size
pkg.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

45(
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,
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APPI.ES, Grimes Golden US No. 1
bushel 51.95

Red Front Stores
W. MARKET ST.
Princeton. Ky.

f

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A M
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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